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The NEWS
Students upset at University inaction:
Psych prof accused of breech of conduct
CHRIS STARKEY Cord Weekly
It is much easier to 6e critical than to 6e correct.
('Disreati)
'Hg.ws editor: Jonathan Stover Associate editor: Kgri T>cmms
Administrational delay in
dealing with complaints regard-
ing psychology professor Alan
Auerbach have concerned stu-
dents and WLUSU officials
wondering whether the university
cares about the rights of WLU
students.
Several students have either
written or met with university of-
ficials since the first complaint
was made in early January
regarding Auerbach's conduct
during the fall term course in In-
dustrial Psychology (PSYCH
238), but only recently have Dean
of Arts and Sciences Arthur Read
and Psychology chairperson Dr.
Bruce Hunsberger begun to in-
vestigate the claims.
"I can't believe that someone
in such a position of respect can
abuse his position and go un-
punished", said one student whc
wrote WLU President John Weir
directly about their concerns.
WLUSU President A 1 Strath-
dee feels that the students in-
volved have been shuffled from
level to level because the admin-
istration has no idea of how to
deal with serious academic mat-
ters.
"It seems like you have to
fight like hell just to get the ad-
ministration to listen to you, and
when they do...the professor gets
the benefit of the doubt and all of
"..The professor gets
the benefit of the
doubt and your
credibility is on trial."
a sudden your credibility is on
trial."
The investigation over Auer-
bach's conduct stems from
several allegations including
threatening student safety by
bringing guns into the classroom,
employing a textbook showing
sexist attitudes and diagrams,
using the term "bitches" in class
and utilizing questionable testing
techniques.
In a demonstration of how the
advent of the breech-loading gun
begat the study of industrial
psychology, Auerbach brought
two antique guns to class. Auer-
bach contends that the guns
have not been fired in years, and
that he has used the gun demo on
and off for 20 years without any
student complaints.
"I don't care if they can't be
fired...you're always hearing
stories about people who are
killed by guns that hadn't been
shot in years," said the student
who made the original complaint.
The student requested anonymity
for fear of academic retribution
and personal safety.
"...you have to fight
like hell to get the
administration to
listen to you...
"
Strathdee sees the issue of
guns in the classroom as
dangerous to student safety, espe-
cially from a professor who is
seen to be "at the very least, a bit
peculiar".
Auerbach has since stated that
in the wake of the Lepine mur-
ders at the Universite de
Montreal, guns will never appear
again in his classroom.
The allegations of sexist be-
haviour are a result of material
contained in the course textbook
(written by Auerbach) and in-
class lectures, with specific
reference to an occasion when
Auerbach used the word
"bitches".
The term came up when the
class was taking up a test. Auer-
bach states that students were
being tested on their knowledge
of ergonomics. The tenured
professor asked the class what
"grumblebums" would be an ex-
ample of, and stated that he
"thought about using the word
'bitches'", but decided not to in
the wake of the panty raid inci-
dent.
Students do not think the
"bitches" incident is an isolated
one, however.
"His attitudes towards women
are straight out of the 1950'5",
says another student who took the
course. "I'm not a radical femi-
nist. I believe in women's rights.
But I certainly don't think I
should feel offended every time I
leave a class just because I am a
woman".
Auerbach's testing methods
are also under investigation. A
student who had received 100%
in his Psychology 100 course last
year, had earned an 83 on a
test in Psych 238. Auerbach
deduced that "since I knew that
student was exceptional in writ-
ing my tests", the test that had
been given was too difficult. That
student's mark was adjusted to
100%, and the rest of the stu-
dents' marks were scaled up pro-
portionately.
"Clearly I have made some
teaching mistakes in the
past...and the criticisms that are
now being leveled are the results
of misinterpretation", says Auer-
bach. But in the wake of rampant
sexism in events like the panty
raid and the slaughter at
Montreal, I can understand the
students' heightened sensitivity."
"I have always tried to be
sensitive to victims of bigotry".
The student who complained
thinks one of the biggest prob-
lems is the fact that Auerbach did
not feel he was doing anything
wrong.
"He thinks he's justified in
what he did, that what he says is
right and that he has the right to
say it!"
Vice-President: Academic
Donald Baker would not com-
ment on any of the particulars of
the investigation or the process-
ing of the complaints, but said
that things are "moving along rea-
sonably".
Read and Hunsberger are now
meeting individually with stu-
dents who took the course. Baker
expects the investigation process
to be completed by the end of this
term's classes.
The International Women's Day dis-
play took about third priority in the
Concourse last Thursday, as the prime
locations had been snapped up by the
AIESEC Dream Auction and the Water-
buffaloes, but the efforts of the
organizers did not go unnoticed.
(Chris Starkey photo)
Textbook prices up
7% by January 1991
KERI DOWNS Cord Weekly
With Canadian University Press Sources
If you are still groaning over the cost of your
textbooks this yearJust wait until next January.
Beginning in January 1991, the federal govern-
ment's proposed goods and services tax (GST) will
boost textbook prices by at least seven percent.
The GST is designed to replace the hidden
manufacturer's sales tax (MST) of 13.5 percent
that is tacked on to about one-third of Canadian
manufactured goods before they reach the con-
sumer. The GST is expected to generate $18 billion
in revenue which is what the MST brings in now,
according to federal finance department public rela-
tions official Rick Doyon. However, some people
argue that the tax is compounded because it is paid
on new books and then again when those books are
resold.
The GST will be applied across the board with
few exceptions, making books, magazines and
newspapers taxable for the first time.
"Students will be hit hardest by this tax," said
David Hunt, spokesperson for the Don't Tax Read-
ing Coalition. The coalition was formed by pub-
lishers and booksellers whoare concerned about the
effect the GST will have on the Canadian publish-
ing industry.
"The increase in book prices due to the GST
will reduce demand for books, and will lead to
smaller print runs and smaller or non-existent prof-
its," Hunt said. "This will force publishers to raise
prices by more than seven percent just to make up
for the lost sales."
According to Lina Lipscombe, manager of the
Concordia University bookstore, the average stu-
dent with five courses spends up to $400-500 on
books. "When the tax kicks in, that will go up to
between $428 and $560," said Lipscombe.
Paul Fischer, WLU bookstore manager, said it
is hard to say right now what the full effect of the
GST on the WLU bookstore's books, but "you can
count on the price of textbooks going up by at least
seven percent by January 1991."
Fischer said there would be a lot more account-
ing and bookkeeping work necessary at the book-
store once the GST goes into effect. "We,(the book-
store) collect seven percent on the resale value of
the goods, and we have to apply for a tax credit on
what we pay the supplier," said Fischer. According
to Fischer, the bookstore will not be adding any ad-
ditional costs to the price of books in order to cover
the costs of the extra procedures.
—news
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"The price of books may go up as much as ten
or eleven percent, but it's hard to say," said Fischer.
The price increase on books imported from the
United States will tend to be more than the pro-
posed seven percent because the GST will be col-
lected at the boarder. "Up until now, books came
across the boarder duty-free," said Fischer.
Don't count on savings at used or discount
bookstores either. The GST will have to be paid on
those sales as well.
Fischer feels the federal government's GST is
taxing education, and is taking a backwards step in
the battle for literacy in Canada. "Knowledge is in-
creased through reading," said Fischer, "and any in-
crease in book prices will negatively affect sales."
The Don't Tax Reading Coalition is lobbying
hard against the GST. "It is ironic that this is liter-
acy year and the government is putting a lot of
money into literacy programs, and then they tax
books like this," said Fischer. "Books are a need,
not a luxury," said Lipscombe.
Lipscombe said Canadian books, which make
up about 25 to 30 percent of the texts in university
bookstore, are particularly vulnerable to the tax.
And students buy a larger proportion of Canadian
books than the general public.
A study by the Association of Canadian Pub-
lishers suggested the GST would increase the price
of the average Canadian book by eleven or twelve
percent.
Paul Fischer encourages all students to sign the
cards and petitions addressed to the government
provided in the bookstore that protest the GST on
books. "Write a letter to Brian Mulroney or
Michael Wilson," said Fischer.
Fischer said the WLU bookstore has sent in
thousands of the cards already. "There is at least
something we can do", he said.
Universities search for critically neededfunds
JEFF KERR News Commentary
Our universities are facing in-
creased demand as student enroll-
ment rises. Unfortunately,
they've been underfunded for
over a decade.
And if we are to become
globally competitive — as agree-
ments such as the Free Trade
Agreement push us to be - we
must have excellence in areas of
science and technology and other
high skill areas. The question is,
how do we raise the critically
needed funds?
The provincial Liberals are
concerned with the health care
crisis, the crisis in waste manage-
ment, crises in a number of other
areas — all at the expense of
quality education. Since only
eleven percent of the population
graduate from universities, who
cares about the problem? Busi-
ness and alumni care, but not
enough.
Since the students are the
main benefactors of a university
education by the better jobs they
can get upon graduation,
shouldn't they pay a larger share?
In 1951, tuition fees provided 35
percent of total operating revenue
for universities. Today, the fees
account for only 18 percent. And
the Ontario Federation of Stu-
dents (OFS) claims university ed-
ucation should be free.
Why?
Most of those who attend uni-
versity, even where tuition is free,
are from upper and middle class
families, often because they push
them harder to go to university.
Under the present system of fund-
ing, lower class families sub-
sidize the upper and middle class
students to go to university be-
cause they collectively pay more
in taxes than they have children
who attend university.
It would be much more effi-
cient to subsidize the students
who cannot afford to attend
directly. Think of that young per-
son our age out trying to make a
living working at a gas station
and paying taxes to support us in
getting an education so we can be
his "boss." This is very regressive
and unfair. Anyone who thinks
tuition fees should be free should
think again, if he thinks the main
beneficiaries are the lower class.
This problem must be ans-
wered if we are to maintain a
quality education system, not just
a cheap one.
Dr. Rod Fraser drafted the
Queen's Blueprint for Action to
deal with this problem with
originality. The plan calls for an-
nual increases of $125, above the
rate of inflation for five years.
Each individual student would in-
cur this only once during the
duration of their program, to be
matched three-to-one by the
provincial government. Business
and alumni would also be ex-
pected to contribute an equal
amount.
At the end of five years, the
entry level tuition would be $625
higher. These fee increases must
go to directly benefiting the stu-
dents by way of smaller class
sizes, better laboratory equip-
ment, more physical accessibility,
better professors. Thirty to 40
percent of tuition revenue would
go to student assistance.
In the end, the Blueprint will
provide an additional $500 mil-
lion to the post secondary educa-
tion system in Ontario. If there is
another viable answer to
maintaining quality, then I am
open to it, but if we, as students,
the chief benefactors of a good
education don't care, why should
anyone else?
Dr. Rod Fraser will be
presenting his Blueprint for Ac-
tion to be criticized by Tim Jack-
son of the OFS. on March 16 be-
tween 12:30 p.m. and 2:30 p.m.
in room 2C3. There will be a
question and answer session to
follow.
Students encouraged to protest GST
Continued from page 3
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j CHEAP BECAUSE: i
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| Cara Fraser of Sudbury sent us her good reason for |
| going home (Cheap!) - and we sent her a voucher for |
| a
free return trip anywhere on our system. If you have
| a good reason - send it to us with your name and
address. If we publish it - we'll send you a voucher
just like Cara's. Mail to: Gray Coach Student Contest,
180 Dundas Street West, Toronto, Ontario MSG IZB.
j GrayCoach j
■
mm
i
A reclining seat. Air conditioning. A washroom. And
I somebody else to drive.
| Student Union Info Centre, Student Union Building I
j Telephone 884-5210 I
I I
HELP US - HELP YOU!
Be A Part Of The 1990-91 WLUSU Team
f—'Operation Outreach Coordinator
I I . Safety & Equality Commissioner
I i"l D 0 0 I * Chief Returning Officer
I C. /Sr li\ I
' Deputy Returning Officer
I (112 Ti\nt . 7 I
'
University Affairs Coordinator
I l{\ ((l tf}\ (A A) \f \) I * Bacchus Director
If IT I I
• Clubs Coordmator
I 1 i I I I \'/\
''
// / I
• Tutorial Services Director
I ' \ If ' \\lL I ' Campus Clubs Business Manager
V
I • Public Relations Manager & Assistant
I ' ' I • Account Executives
' Health Plan Coordinator
• Legal Resource Director
* APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN THE WLUSU OFFICE
PLEASE RETURN APPLICATIONS BY MARCH 23rd
Former minister attracts small crowd
DUBLIN GARRED COYNE
Cord Weekly
Last Thursday, Laurier was
graced with the presence of Jean
Charest, the former Minister of
State for Fitness and Amateur
Sport and Youth.
It was Charest who resigned
from the cabinet after making a
phone call to a judge on a case in-
volving a constituent of his.
Charest was in town to talk to
the Young Progressive Conserva-
tives. About a dozen people at-
tended, but that did not faze
Charest, who said that he un-
derstood that junior ministers and
backbenchers do not attract a
very large crowd at the
best of
times.
As regards the Meech Lake
debate, Charest said that "Canada
is at a low end of the cycle (of
tensions between the two cul-
tures)." He cited Ontario cities
that declare themselves unilingual
as one example of intolerance be-
tween the two groups. He later
added that those actions, as well
as the actions of the Alliance for
the Preservation of English in
Canada, are racist. When pressed,
Charest admitted that prejudice
exists on both sides of the issue.
Speaking on the Meech Lake
accord, Charest noted that "the
accord is an accord for Canada,
not just Qu6b6c." He reminded
the audience of the origins of the
accord. He said that Meech Lake
fulfills the promise left by
English Canada after the 1980
Quebec referendum on
separatism. "Quebec said yes to
Canada then," but was shut out of
the patriation in 1982, he stated.
Charest added that even for-
mer Prime Minister Pierre
Trudeau called the process in
1982 as "a dismal failure," as the
new constitution still contained
the "notwithstanding" clause
which allows a legislature to
legalize illegal legislation.
"There was a positive mood
after the 1984 election, and the
PC's were seen to be able to heal
the wounds," he noted. In tracing
the short history of Meech Lake,
Charest added that all the
premiers agreed that the problems
with Qu6b6c should be addressed,
and that the five,demands of
Quebec to sign the constitution
should be the main focus of the
discussion.
Charest attacked those
premiers in particular who don't
like the accord. Gary Filmon of
Manitoba has "no lessons to teach
on treating minorities," he said.
Manitoba, he said, "has treated
the French minority dismally."
Clyde Wells of Newfoundland
was also attacked.
Addressing the use by Quebec
of the "Notwithstanding" clause
to allow Bill 178 to be imple-
mented — Bill 178 prohibits out-
door signs in any language other
than French — Charest said that
Quebec needs to "make collective
rights more important than indi-
vidual rights" in order to promote
and protect the Quebec culture.
"Even the Anglo-phones
within Quebec understand this,"
he added.
Concluding his formal
remarks, Charest added that Can-
ada is in a unique position in the
world. He stated that Canada is a
leader in "la francophonie", the
French equivalent to the Com-
monwealth, and indeed the Com-
monwealth, and many other im-
portant international agencies, if
only Canada could understand
that like the rest of the world
does.
In answering questions,
Charest stated that as a member
of the Qudbec caucus he will at-
tend the meeting at Meech Lake
to discuss actions of that caucus if
the accord will not go through.
He also noted that he did not
know what Quebec would do in
the same case.
"It's like an earthquake --
some have aftershocks worse than
the original quake itself, while
some have none at all."
Recently unemployed federal cabinet minister Jean
Charest paid a visit to Laurier last week and gave a lively
talk on topics like Meech Lake to a packed house of twelve.
Perhaps Charest had not called ahead of time, thus ex-
plaining the fact that no judges were in attendance.
(Tim Sullivan photo)
The recent Pancake Sale sponsored by
the Chaplain's Office raised $500.00 for K-
W Anselma House, a shelter for battered
women and children.
Here WLU alumnus and Anselma House
executive director Monica Heide accepts the
$500 cheque from chaplain Graham Mor-
bey. (Chris Starkey photo)
WLUSUfeature defined as ad
KERI DOWNS Cord Weekly
No, you didn't accidentally miss it. There really
wasn't a feature in last week's Cord.
For two weeks, features editor Elizabeth Chen
had planned to run a four page feature highlighting
the opening positions at WLUSU. On Tuesday
night, March 6, Student Publications President
Mark Hand decided the article constituted an ad,
not a feature, and because WLUSU hadn't paid for
it, it could not be printed.
"What does define an ad and what doesn't
define an ad is a judgement call, and we (the Board
of Directors) judged it as an ad," said Hand.
The article included job descriptions written
from the point of view of past position holders, and
was generally the same feature that The Cord
Weekly ran last year, with minor changes, addi-
tions, and deletions.
Scott Vandenburg, V.P.: Marketing, who com-
missioned the feature, said he spoke with both
Chris Starkey, Cord Editor-in-Chief, and Chen be-
fore reading week about printing the WLUSU arti-
cle, and both agreed to run it. Vandenburg said
WLUSU positions are advertised in separate ads,
and paid for by WLUSU, and the feature was just
elaborating on the positions available.
A similar WLUSU feature has been run every
year in the past, but Hand said the article was
"breaking a policy that we (Student Publications)
maintain that all ads are paid for." When told that
last year's Board of Directors found no problem
with the WLUSU feature, Hand remarked "this is
not last year's board."
WLUSU feels the ad was in the best interests of
WLU students, and should have been run as a fea-
Continued on page 7
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STUDENT POSITIONS There's always something cooking at Casey's.
AVAILABLE
FALL REGISTRATION, 1990 <• .
The Personnel Office is now accepting applications VIT?
L j'UI
from students interested in working at Fall Registration, i
*
T
1990
- WJ Cjf*TST'fil
Earn some extra cash to pay for next year's textbooks!
'
' J ''
u
t —rg
Applications are available in the Personnel Office, \prizes, * /
232 King Street North (across from the A.C.)
?
and v surprises every / /
should be submitted by April 3,1990, to receive 183 Weber St.N. \ Thursday
consideration. Waterloo \
886-9050
Canadian campus news:
Assault denied, government dishonesty,homophobia, and marks lowered
Assault ?
ST. JOHN'S (CUP) - University
and police officials at Memorial Uni-
versity in Newfoundland are playing
down an assault of a female student
on campus.
Student housing director Brian
Johnston said the woman walked
across campus
alone. "I understand
[the student who was assaulted]
didn't take some of the precautions
she should have."
Peggy Keats of the St John's
Rape Crisis Centre said women can't
prevent assaults by walking alone.
"They have every right to do so," ad-
ding that "it's disgusting (that people
think) women must try and prevent
assaults."
A police official said they had
"no reason to believe at this time that
there was a rape," but added the inci-
dent might be classified as a sexual
assault, because the Criminal Code
classifies
many types of assault as
"sexual."
The incident took place after
midnight Feb. 25 in the stairwell of a
pedestrian overpass, linking the north
and south sides of campus.
Johnston said the stairwell is well
lit and used frequently. "I would have
thought it was one of the safe places
on campus."
Keats said it was good that the
area was lit, but it's irrelevant. "Not a
lot of women report attacks at univer-
sities because of the peer pressure
and close proximity to strangers."
Johnston said he does not think
there is a problem with dangerous
areas on campus and his office has
improved areas that seem especially
risky.
"We will investigate again," he
said, "but we feel we have done what
is reasonable. We've installed new
lights in areas that were dark. I'm
generally satisfied."
Johnston emphasized awareness
as a means of preventing further
problems.
He said his office arranges for the
local police to run its "Lady Beware"
programme in the residences every
fall. The programme is designed to
inform women about how to protect
themselves against assault and other
crimes.
Keats said it is not only women
that should take part in these pro-
grams. "Men have to educate them-
selves that they don't have the right
to rape."
Funding lies
TORONTO (CUP) - The Ontario
government is guilty of making "dis-
honest" statements about funding for
post-secondary education, says the
incoming chair of its student feder-
ation.
"The Peterson government has to
indicate whether they're committed
to post-secondary education," said
Tim Jackson. "To say that they in-
creased operating grants (for next
year) by above inflation is a crock.
Sean Conway (minister of colleges
and universities) knows it and we
know it.
"It was just a dishonest announc-
ement."
Jackson, an outgoing vice-
president at the University of Water-
loo, replaces Edith Garneau in June.
OFS represents 225,000 Ontario col-
lege and university students.
He said his main priorities for
next year will be lobbying for a revi-
sion of student aid programs, and
making student issues into election
issues if the provincial Liberals take
the province to the polls this fall.
Jackson said the federation is
considering encouraging students to
run for office in order to raise issues.
"We have to make the electorate
aware that post-secondary education
is the future of the province," he said.
Jackson is a fourth-year chartered
accounting student who is attracted
by the financial aspect of the organi-
zation. Jackson has been labelled "an
accountant for social change".
Jackson said OFS has difficulty
being taken seriously when it says it
represents colleges "when we don't
have many college members." He
wants to see the OFS representing
more colleges, and expand its univer-
sity base, primarily through a
referendum at York University.
U of T gays
TORONTO (CUP) - A poster in a
University of Toronto residence has
been called homophobic and "dis-
gusting" by administrators and
campus activists, but the residence's
dean says there is no policy against it.
The poster appeared in response
to a special Lesbian and Gay Men
supplement that appeared in a
campus paper. The poster criticized
the paper for excessive coverage of
gay and lesbian issues.
"I am not against
homosexuality," it concluded. "I'm
against ever having to read about
them again. Back in the closets and
washroom stalls you bunch of
degenerates."
Residence dean Garry Spencer
said there is no rule prohibiting resi-
dents from putting up homophobic
material on bulletin boards.
"There's no specific policy,'
Spencer said. "Peer pressure usually
decides what stays on the board and
what doesn't. If someone doesn't like
what's on it, they'll take it down."
The poster was gone from the
residence which houses primarily
engineering students by Mar. 3.
Spencer said he does not know who
put it up or took it down, and neve:
actually saw the poster, or heard any
complaints.
Resident Sean Perry said the
poster reflected the general opinion
of residents.
"I think people are sick of having
homosexuality shoved down their
throats," Perry said. "(The supple-
ment) isn't journalism, it's
propaganda. It doesn't reflect U of
y
it
Andrew Davidson, of UofT's gay
and lesbian association said the
poster is partly a backlash against the
publicity gays and lesbians have
received in the last year.
Grades axed
OTTAWA (CUP) - Carleton stu-
dents who took a second-year reli-
gion course had their marks lowered
because "students are not able to earn
marks that high," university officials
say.
Sessional lecturer Gillian Smith,
refused to lower the final marks for
her "Death and Afterlife" course
when the department first asked. But
Smith later decided to re-mark the
students to prevent the department
from failing half the class.
"I will never teach at Carleton
again," she said. "If I made the
course
too easy then it was my mistake -- the
students should not be penalized."
Religion department chair Steve
Wilsonsaid Smith's first set ofmarks
were unnaturally high. "120 students
don't all get A's and B's. It never
happens, experience has shown me
that it wouldn't."
But even when Smith re-marked
the class using Carleton's 'bell curve'
policy - which says only five per
cent of students should get A's, while
35
per cent should get B's - only 3
out of 120 students got less than a B.
Smith wrote a letter to the class
explaining what happened. "I feel the
students have a right to know if
they're being shafted," she said.
Charmaine Cartier, a second-year
student said the incident is a poor
reflection on Carleton.
"They're telling you you're an
A+ student, but you really don't
deserve to be," said Cartier.
This campus news column was
compiled using the Canadian Univer-
sity Press news exchange, containing
stories from across Canada. Cana-
dian University Press is a collective
of student-run newspapers across
Canada. And also - should Student
Publications have a monopoly of ad-
run press on campus? If so, why?
What of freedom of the press? And
the right to arm bears? Once more
into the breach!!! Yee ha!!!
news —
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ture. "Student Publications is al-
ways complaining that things
aren't promoted well enough.
Now they are against promotion.
They shouldn't have pulled the
feature," said Vandenberg.
WLUSU President, A 1 Strath-
dee, said "I am furious to say the
least. I don't understand why they
did it." Neither Strathdee nor
Vandenberg were informed of the
board's decision to pull the fea-
ture until Wednesday morning,
after the paper had gone to print,
although Strathdee is a WLUSP
board member and was in his of-
fice working the night of the con-
troversy. Strathdee felt Student
Publications was "trying to cheat
the student body out of a service
they deserve."
Vandenberg said WLUSU is
Student Publication's biggest ad-
vertiser, and should not be in-
sulted this way. From a business
perspective, Strathdee said the
decision was a very poor way to
treat an advertiser, pointing out
that other advertisers are not
treated this way.
Strathdee suggested to
Vandenberg that he reconsider
spending money with Student
Publications in the future.
Vandenberg agrees, but says"I
can't think of a more effective
medium that reaches approxi-
mately 70% if students, especial-
ly at low cost." He felt only the
students would be hurt if
WLUSU stopped advertising with
Student Publications.
Board member Neville Blair
said "It (the pulling of the fea-
ture) was not done maliciously.
A 1 (Strathdee) felt we were trying
to take a slap at WLUSU, but that
wasn't the case. We don't want
bad feelings between The Cord
Weekly andWLUSU."
Vandenberg said the decision
should have been made earlier,
"If we knew earlier, we could've
advertised elsewhere."
In a letter to Student Publica-
tions President Mark Hand,
Strathdee demanded a written,
published apology and explana-
tion of the situation. He said he
was "deeply insulted" by the ac-
tion.
"I think it was a jerky thing to
do," said Strathdee. "It was jour-
nalistic freedom and the board in-
tervened."
WLUSU held their Grand Re-opening Pre-
view of the Turret last Tuesday, and there were
so many important WLU figures there that
Stuart Lewis' nose turned thirteen shades of
brown.
Above, WLUSU VP-elect Karen Gordon and
Dr. John Weir get a hearty chuckle from one of
CliffBilyea's Telecollege anecdotes.
(Liza Sardi photo)
Despite setbacks WLU students excell
GAIL COCKBURN News
Commentary
Sixteen WLU students par-
ticipated in Harvard Univer-
sity's 36th annual model
United Nations assembly held
in Boston in mid-February.
Eighteen-hundred students
from over seventy-five Amer-
ican and Canadian universities
spent February 15-18 playing
the role of foreign diplomats
and trying to agree on resolu-
tions concerning controversial
topics. Laurier's delegation
represented the Republic of
Iraq, with Anastasia Hryciw as
the head delegate.
Delegates sat on a wide va-
riety of committees which
dealt with disarmament, hu-
man rights, peaceful uses of
outer space, legal issues and
the status of women, as well as
with other contemporary is-
sues. Committees ranged in
size and the formality of
debate involved, but all were
given the task of coming to a
consensus on the given topics.
All Laurier participants
were adept in spewing
socialist, Muslim rhetoric and
proved themselves to be well-
informed and competent
debaters, and are probably
capable of winning a most val-
uable delegation award next
year.
Murphy's Law seemed to
be in full force when the
Laurier delegation attempted
to make their way to Boston.
Freezing rain delayed the
flight four-and-a-half hours, at
least giving the students a little
extra preparation time to work
on their rhetoric.
Arriving in Boston just as
the debates began, eleven
delegates were foiled once
again by missing luggage
which had apparently gone to
Frankfurt "or maybe Florida"
according to a friendly airport
worker. Actually, the luggage
never left Toronto.
Unable to debate in the
somewhat less-than-
professional attire donned for
the flight, the eleven worried,
slightly annoyed and starving
students took the generous US
Air allowance of $3.25 and
nourished themselves while
US Air employees tried to lo-
cate their disappeared bag-
gage.
Although most of the lug-
gage didn't show up until two,
three and even four days later,
and the crucial opening ses-
sion was missed, the weekend
wasn't a total waste. Many
Laurier delegates were able to
make up the lost time and or
notes and did well in their
committees. As well, WLU
students brought back a num-
ber of awards from the event,
including several most valu-
able delegate awards.
Canadian universities in
general did very well. Con-
cordia and the University of
Western Ontario won most
valuable delegation awards.
Strathdee outraged at decision
Continued from page 5
- news
-
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Grievances Aird
Do you know a music student? Have you ever been in the Aird
Building other than to shelter yourself from the rain on your way
through the Dining Hall? Do you know where music concerts are
staged? Why not?
The reasons behind the responses to these questions are not easy
to come by. Attitudes did not develop overnight and will not dis-
appear that soon either. The existing problems were aggravated, per-
haps, when students (music or otherwise) weren't even invited to the
official opening of the Aird Building.
Music students have a life confined to the Aird Centre. All then-
needs are provided for there except for electives. The chance of
making it past the Dining Hall on a typical day is slim. Yet the Uni-
versity chooses to schedule all upcoming events and actions in the
Concourse. Why? Can only selected events be worthy of notifying
music students?
Does the average person think of a music student as a person in-
volved only in musical ideals? Do their cares not involve student
elections, or anything else of importance that seems to be restricted to
the Concourse or Atrium? I think not.
If the above was the case, then the student government would
never get complaints about segregating the music students in such a
way as to make student elections inaccessible or upcoming events not
worth mentioning.
Even though the music students feel the Aird Building is a prison,
due to the lack of windows, it does not mean that the entire Univer-
sity has to treat them as prisoners. They get out, have fun, but study
the field of music instead of business, geography or math.
The Aird Centre should not be portrayed as an old spooky house
you were scared to enter when you were a kid, but as any other learn-
ing centre, just minus a few windows. Take a tour of the building and
find this out for yourself.
On Laurier Day prospective students will have limited acces-
sibility of the Aird Centre, being confined to the corridor between the
T.A and the Art Gallery. Are those in charge of managing the Aird
Centre afraid of having "non-WLU" persons go through the building?
Come on, the Art Gallery and Recital Hall are showpieces — places
that get locked away from students most of the school week. The
community, and especially the incoming students, should be wel-
comed into the Recital Hall, not barred.
Currently the music department enjoys the largest number of
entrance requests from graduating high school students of any faculty
on campus. Why alienate those students thinking about attending
Laurier by not showing them all the facilities at their disposal? In-
stead we start digging the ditch which will separate the music build-
ing from the rest of the campus.
The university is not the only group being asked to help break the
inter-university communication barrier. The music department needs
to find a way of making the university more accessible to their wants
and needs as well.
The music department is full of talent ready to show the com-
munity, and most of the time their work and skill doesn't pay off. Im-
agine practicing for weeks just to have fifty people applaud your ef-
forts. It's a moral crime. The people that make up the Laurier popula-
tion should be making the attempt to attend the functions.
"Too busy", "uninterested" or "just don't know", are three
favourite answers given when asked why people do not attend music
concerts or events sponsored by the Faculty of Music.
And the myth that you must be a classical connoisseur, is just that
— a myth. Jazz, guitar, voice and electronic shows are featured, and
the new composer concert usually has unpredictable types of sounds
being produced. There is something there for everyone, it's just a
question of making the effort. Laurier students are always complain-
ing about the lack of campus services and facilities that they claim
larger schools enjoy. Open your eyes and see what's right in front of
you. Music should be an important component of WLU's culture, to
be enjoyed by all students and faculty.
The Aird Centre and its occupants were never intended to be iso-
lated, for if they were the building would have been located five
miles down King Street in an industrial area. Instead, it is located at
the centre of WLU so that the Laurier cultural community can
prosper and be the central part of the WLU experience.
An experience the campus cannot do without.
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Letters
to the
Editor
Old nob reminisces
TO THE EDITOR:
It was with a touch of melan-
choly I read your "Tamiae
through the Ages" story March 8.
It seemed as though I could turn
the page and find the official
obituary all written, save leaving
a blank for the exact date of its
ultimately demise.
All things have their time, and
I won't speculate as to the rea-
sons for the club's apparent rol-
lercoaster ride of late, except to
say that if it is no longer relevant
to both the students' and the
school's goals then perhaps it
should go the way of the $1 bill.
But not without an appropriate
farewell full of affection and
reverence!
How fondly I remember the
days and nights at the old Glen-
brier Curling Rink (now Home
Hardware on Weber St.) where
Glenn Carroll and others were
known to enjoy a friendly card
game on occasion with we stu-
dents. Or the tight deadlines we
fought to meet (once in a blue
moon) to get out our version of
The Atrium (one popular feature
was The Everyman's
Healeythesaurus — or "How to
make sense of Bas Healey's lec-
tures!")
The 1975 Tamiae Monopoly
Championship trophy is carefully
packed in a box in my basement,
as is some long forgotten
memento achieved by making a
fool of myself at the annual Lack
of Talent Night.
Oh well! All good things
usually end, but fortunately the
memories don't. I just hope
everyone remembers to have
some fun once in while -- that
was the spirit of the Tamiae I
knew.
Don Livingston
SBE '76
Cord graphic used
without knowledge
CORRECTION
A graphic which appeared
next to last week's story regard-
ing Global Awareness Week was
used without the knowledge of
the owners or the commissioned
artist.
The Cord used the drawing
not knowing that Yvonne Koo of
UT&T had been commissioned
by AIESEC to do the artwork.
The Cord regrets the error,
and apologizes to Ms. Koo,
AIESEC and the UT&T depart-
ment.
Grad student defends
WLUGSA's objectives
TO THE EDITOR:
Chris, you targeted WLUGSA
as being the worst case of demo-
cratic abuse on campus. If this is
the case, I challenge graduate stu-
dents to rise in support of your
claims, and, I challenge them to
make the organization better than
it is.
Over the past six years,
numerous graduate students have
devoted their volunteer time and
energy to help organize and
maintain a graduate student body
in an effort to promote more
desirable conditions for graduate
students within the university
community. Two commendable
efforts have been the establish-
ment of a T.A./R.A. Advisory
Group and Graduate Student Rep-
resentation on some of the uni-
versity's major decision-making
bodies.
As someone who has put con-
siderable thought and energy into
improving the graduate student
condition through WLUGSA,
your article hurt me and made me
angry. It hurt because that was
your intent. It made me angry be-
cause I know how important it is
for Laurier's graduate students to
continue to work towards change
through co-operative trust and
participation. Your article un-
dermines WLUGSA's objectives
by presenting it as being corrupt
and deceptive.
If graduate students are un-
happy with how WLUGSA is
organized and maintained, then
they have every opportunity to
make themselves as vulnerable to
criticism as those who are
presently committed to making it
better than it is.
Marie Molloy
The Cord Weekly
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Don't gripe in private!
Write a letterto the editor and you may find out
that
others feel the same way. Make sure they ore
400
words in length or shorter and are accompanied by
your phone number and student ID.
Deadline Tuesday at noon. Names can.be withheld.
JgjThe CORD. It's your paper! jj>
God and Satan argue with selves
DEAR EDITOR:
Dear Cord reader (this means
you,
CABAL!)
You pre-pubescent slug. How
dare you defy me
with reason.
"Turn EVIL around...", how
about giving your head a spin!
You don't get it, do you? Things
are not that CLEAN, WHITE and
NEAT.
Take your beloved humanity
for instance. They twist the mir-
ror for their own gratification.
Examples? Plenty!
1. Religion: Giving sacrifices and
praise to God. But wait...what are
they sacrificing? Look WAY
back into the MAGIC MIRROR
boys and girls. Oh my
gosh...could it be...they are
sacrificing VIRGINS! (CHRIST
included!) Humanity, I've got to
hand it to ya, you're no dummy.
2. Psychology: Focussed on the
study of RODENTS to ultimately
map, understand and apply this
knowledge to human behaviour.
Do you know what SELF-
FULFILLING PROPHECY
means boys and girls? Can you
spell RAT RACE?
3. PHILOSOPHY: Here's the
whole new tickle-trunk humanity
is locked in. Descartes threw
away the key when he carved in
stone "I THINK THEREFORE I
AM." Well BUST my
BOULDERS, we happen to exist
in an infinite time frame where
"what is" and "what will be" have
"always been"! I'll let you in on a
little secret, you can tell a man
that he is GOD, but it doesn"t
mean anything to him until he
realizes it for himself. What you
are always comes before what
you think.
I guess the only redeeming qual-
ity of Philosophy is its destructive
attitude towards arguments to
achieve TRUTH. Well look no
further, I AM TRUTH. EVIL, be
thou my good, PURE and
SIMPLE but not so CLEAN and
NEAT.
CABAL, do not NEEDLE with
me. We are not concerned with
saving souls. We both know the
POWER and the GLORY comes
from the BATTLE. You have set
fire to my veins. I deem you a
worthy opponent. Arguing with
GOD is like arguing with myself!
But you...you intrigue me. There-
fore I challenge you, CABAL, to
BATTLE.
LOU SYPHER
P.S. the FIRE of TIRES was my
doing. Ignorance is BLISS. Let's
see what you can do, SHOW ME
DON'T TELL ME!
Channeled through
Richard W. Orava
Stark Raving
By Chris Starkey
How did you celebrate International Women's
Day?
If you were like most people at Laurier, then
you probably did nothing, and cared even less.
Is it the fault of the Cord for not publicizing it
here at Laurier? 'Tho it was largely through the in-
itiative of Liza Sardi, the better part of two pages of
the Cord dealt with the when, whys and wherefores
of International Women's Day.
Even Dean of Students Fred Nichols was not
aware on last Thursday morning that it was IWD,
but later said that he made a point of informing
others for the duration of the day. But when he
talked to women in positions of being able to
organize commemorative events, the usual response
was intriguing.
"What are you doing for International Women's
Day?"
"I don't know...when is it?"
I don't know, but I think that I must have been
expecting more out of it. Everyone knows when
Mother's Day is coming up, and on occasions like
St. Patrick's Day everyone from O'Malley to Singh
celebrates the day. Commemorative days are usual-
ly the high point of academic institutions, but un-
fortunately Laurier is stuck in the 1950's when it
comes to social issue initiatives.
The IWD example is just one occurrence of the
ignorance and apathy of the school body. Interna-
tional Peace Day suffered a likewise miserable
turnout this year. Was it because WLU students
don't care? Was is because the university doesn't
do anything for social issue commemoratives? Or
did the Cord shirk its responsibility and not
publicize it well enough? Yes perhaps in all three
cases, but only to a minor degree.
I think it's mostly the bigotry of most students.
Student social activists are often seen as too pushy,
too radical...not within the mainstream of the stu-
dent societies. Peace activists are labelled as hip-
pies or being lost in the 1960'5. Women's rights ad-
vocates are at worst considered lesbians or frigid,
and at best are labelled with the new "112" word -
feminists. Yet very few people can disagree with
their claims (how can anyone realistically be anti-
peace?), but even fewer actually do anything to
help the issue because they don't want to associate
themselves with the organizers.
An example? I don't know of too many people
who are opposed to peace activism, yet only a
handful of persons not involved with the organiza-
tion of the Peace Rally last fall attended it. Liza
Sardi reports that most of the few persons who
bothered to stop by the international Women's Day
table were either friends or roommates of the
organizers. Those who signed the petition on the
table had to be corralled by Sardi in order to get
their attention. In both cases there should have been
a turnout five times the actual gathering.
Is it bigotry or preoccupation that drives people
away from these occasions? It all comes down to
priorities I guess, and I'm the first to admit that I'm
no better than the next person. I'm all for peace, but
only looked out my Cord office window at the last
two annual peace rallies. I'm all for women's
rights, but made no effort to stop by the IWD table
last Thursday. Instead I took some pictures of the
Dream Auction and talked to the Waterbuffaloes.
Was I just too busy, or am I one of "them"?
postscript: My apologies to any WLUGSA executives
that may have taken offense to comments made in last
week's column. The intended "target" should not have
been the executive, but the apathetic 400 grad students
who force them to violate their bylaws each spring by not
even bothering to nominatecandidates for positions.
the university blues by Kevin Matchstick
Question
of the Week
By Howard Bellinger and Anita Klein
[112 you were a drink, what kind would you be and why?
Colorado Mother
Milk, Southern Comfort
and Kahluha
It's Fabulous
Cynthia Hargrove
Orgasm/Slow Comfort
Screw Up Against the
Wall
It goes down easy
Tyler and Blair
Hons. Perversion
Beer
Champion of the
Proletariat
Roman Botiuk
Poly Sci 3rd Yr.
Caesar because it's nice
and spicy
Karen
Honours Turret
Bloody Caesar
Vhat do you think
Angelo Mihalis
Hons. Turret/Gen
Wilf's
Jolt
Shake the Administra-
tion up
Tim Weir
Surplus Funds Man
agement
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No-choice, pro-choice, anti-choice
Commentary
by Frances P. McAneney
"Awareness" was the last thing
on the minds of those responsible for
this week's Global Awareness
campaign, if the "Struggle for
Choice" presentation was any indica-
tion. Instead, those who attended the
Monday night forum were greeted
with a barrage of fallacies and misin-
formation directed at the pro-life
movement from Cherie MacDonald
of the Ontario Coalition of Abortion
Clinics. The presentation did not in-
clude
any representation from oppos-
ing views and as a result the only
'awareness' being fostered were the
uncontested views of the position
being represented. Perhaps, a
campaign aimed at increasing public
awareness would be more effective if
both sides of the issue were given
equal consideration.
The presentation began with Ms.
MacDonald affixing the label of
'anti-choice' to her absent opponent;
a label that would be more ap-
propriately attached to her own posi-
tion. The pro-choice movement
claims that it advocates choice be-
cause it supports the woman's right
to choose for herself whether or not
to have an abortion. However, in ad-
vocating this position, pro-choice
supporters deny the right to choose to
everyone
else. They deny the right of
the child to choose life, they deny the
father the right to his child, they deny
even grandparents and siblings the
right to their relations. In actual fact,
what they're advocating is not free-
dom of choice, but rather, the rights
of the woman over everyone else. But
what is even more dangerous about
their position is the fact that pro-
choice organizations use this vague
reference to freedom of choice as a
weapon. By labeling pro-life sup-
porters 'anti-choice' they, in fact, af-
fix a negative label to them and in
doing so influence the views of those
individuals who, as yet, have not
committed themselves to either posi-
tion. The label 'anti-choice' implies
that pro-life organizations are against
the concept of freedom of choice and
as a result their position should not
given consideration as their position
goes against one of the basic funda-
mental rights of a democratic society.
Perhaps pro-choice advocates would
do better to present the issues fairly
rather than to reduce themselves to
name calling.
According to Cherie MacDonald,
pro-life organizations are "put for-
ward by a small group of fundamen-
talists." This claim seems wholly in-
accurate as those who are supportive
of the pro-life movement tend to be
only slightly more religious than
those who support the opposing view.
But again, false labelling in this man-
ner only serves to misinform the pub-
lic rather than assist them in
determining for themselves which
position they choose to support.
More importantly, the arguments
that Ms. MacDonald uses in support
of her organization's position seem
somehow less than valid. She claims
that the view that a fetus has rights
equal to that of a woman is a "partic-
ular value-judgement" made by those
who support the pro-life position and
as a result this argument holds no
validity. But, isn't the flip side of this
argument, the pro-choice view that a
fetus' rights are less than equal to a
woman's also a value-judgement? It
seems that Ms. MacDonald's argu-
ment fails to see both sides of the is-
sue.
Stating that all children have the
right to be wanted children fas op-
posed to unwanted), as Cherie Mac-
Donald did in her presentation on
Monday, and claiming that "...elec-
tive abortion can benefit society by
reducing child abuse..." as the litera-
ture provided at the forum indicates,
implies that unwanted and abused
children are somehow less valued in
our society than those who come
from "normal" backgrounds. As a
result they are claiming that death
would be a better alternative to a life
of abuse or a life spent without loving
parents. But what pro-choice advo-
cates fail to consider is the fact that
people who were either unwanted or
abused as children most often grow
up to be healthy and well-adjusted in-
dividuals who have much to offer
society. Had they been denied the
chance at life through the availability
of abortion, however, their chance at
becoming contributing and produc-
tive members of society would have
been lost. But more importantly, what
this pro-choice organization has ad-
vocated is the right of society to de-
cide which individuals are, in their
determination, worthy of life and
which are not. The implications of
this concept are obviously very
frightening.
The absence of
any opposing
viewpoint at the "Struggle for
Choice" presentation indicated a need
for a response to some of the issues
addressed at this forum. What should
be done, in the future, is to present
controversial issues such as abortion
in a debate format in order to allow
both sides to present their views and
refute their opponents'. Only in this
way can controversial issues be dealt
with responsibly.
Gender Issues
by: Liza Sardi Ontario Region Canadian
University Press Women's Rights Co-ordinator
compiled with the help of CUP
resources
Homosexuality, Gays and
Lesbians. Bad words at
Laurier.
The truth is that one in seven men
and one in 13 women experience
homosexual feelings. A few years
ago Laurier had their own branch of
G.L.O.W. (Gay and Lesbian Organi-
zation of Waterloo). At one time our
university published an information
pamphlet on the facilities available
for Gays and Lesbians in the com-
munity and on campus. We no longer
have either.
Was it because interest died
down? Or was it fear? Is it because
we are a completely heterosexual uni-
versity? Or are we homophobic?
General reaction is usually —
they're okay as long as they don't hit
on me. Fear. Many find it offensive -
why are you hitting on me? Is it be-
cause I have the attributes of a
homosexual. Misunderstanding.
Society teaches us that anything not
masculine or feminine is wrong.
Stereotypes. The interest on the
campus for GLOW died down on this
campus probably as a result of the
narrow minds and unwillingness to
talk about such issues.
And yet while advancements are
being triage in societal acceptance of
homosexuals, they are slow and long
in coming. People should be able to
separate opinion from basic human
dignity. Some of the major figures in
history have been homosexual. John
Maynard Keynes, Virginia Woolf, E.
M. Forster. Homosexuality is not a
new phenomenon. It has existed long
before you and I, and always will.
N Does homosexuality hurt society
as a whole, degrade society by cor-
roding morals, dissolving the family
unit? Who says that a Lesbian couple
could not provide a loving supportive
environment for a child? Does
heterosexuality qualify you as great
parents. Granted their child -would
not have masculine and feminine role
models. Andnot be stereotyped into a
category whengrowing up.
Do you think that every
homosexual is attracted to you? Do
not assume that you will not be at-
tracted to them. Don't assume they
are as excited about meeting a
heterosexual as you are about meet-
ing a homosexual. They were proba-
bly raised by them. Don't ask how
they got that way, ask yourself hdw
you got that way.
Do not trivialize
their experience by assuming it is a
bedroom issue only. .They are
homosexual 24 hours a day. Besides,
don't worry about contact with them,
homosexuality is not contagious.
Though many people are opposed
to homosexuality, and far be it from
me to impose my opinion on you,
they deserve equal respect as human
beings.
Today's Recipe
By Mark Pivon
With the recent nice weather, our minds fill with thoughts of
spring. We have Spring Break, the end of term, and many other life-
fulfilling endeavours to look forward to. In keeping with the spirit of
the season, the following recipe should make whatever project you
undertake that much more enjoyable.
Beer Sherbet
1/2 pound sugar
1 cup water
juice from half an orange
juice from half a lemon
1 egg white
5 pounds crushed ice
1 pound coarse salt (that's the stuff you find in your water softener)
1 1/2 cups beer
*
In a large saucepan, bring water and sugar to a boil until the bub-
bles appearing on the surface are thick. Let cool, then mix in the beer
and fruit juices.
In a separate bowl, beat the egg white until stiff (the egg that is).
Fold in the egg white into the syrup mixture and pour this into a three
quart saucepan.
Now take the ice and salt and put it into a stopped up sink, or a
deep basin will do, too. Nest the saucepan in the ice and beat the mix-
ture until thick.
Freeze overnight.
* The type of beer you choose is, of course, a matter of opinion. But
try using Canadian while watching sporting events, Blue for bar-
becues, Black Label for pool parties and Amstel or Heineken when
the in-laws are visiting. As a bonus, you can even have a diet version
of the recipe by using a light beer. Try variations of the recipe by sub-
stituting Rum and Coke, or whatever you might dream up. Best of all,
you can camouflage this nifty treat in an ice cream cone. Now we
know why Eddie Murphy always bragged "I got ice cream, an' you
can't have none!"
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LIFE IN HELL
By Matt Groening
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THE KING is alive and well, CAPTAIN MIDNIGHT: lf~y^
prospering in AIE room 12. Rock on, must you must, but please don't be
dirty Elvis! Your groupies, the P.V.
strangcr . Bronson wouldn, t
us! On behalf of those who love vou
—
Woody.
"
IF WE MUST compare a certain
seven words to a certain three words,
PHOTOGRAPHER: Requires male
I think I prefer the latter. Let's go an
d female physique models. Kindly
jogging. enclose a recent photo and phone
number. Contact: Mr.D.Lees, 4100
WINE & CHEESE Reception
p°nytail Dr. Apt. 1805, Mississauga,
tonight! 7-9pm in the Faculty
Ont., L4W 2X9
Lounge. Dress is "presentable". Put
~
on by the Greek Council. $3 mem-
DARLING NIKI (with one "k"): I
bers, $4 non-members. Tickets at
slooshied Prince last night, and on
booth in concourse today. impulse
I got you a subscription to
Newsweek. I'm told it's a comfort-
SAFETY BRIEFS: As you read
able magazine. (That's disgusting!
about them in Campus Magazine - Yup, and all for a quarter.) Your
top quality underwear with discreet
humble skronk, Normy.
condom pouch. Available in white or
blue in sizes S/M/L/XL. Send $5.95
HEY NEEDLE!
+ pst to Diomo PO box 3105 Cam-
For everything its season, and for ac-
bridge Ont. N3H 4SI.
tlvlty
undcr heaven lts time:
A time to plant and a timeto uproot
A time to
weep
and a time to laugh
ROB T: Have a Happy St. Patrick's A time to tear and a timeto mend
Day. (Remember to wear green on
A time to seek and a timeto lose
the right day this year, eh?) Carol. A
time for silence and a time for
speech...
FRATERNITIES & SORORITIES
hat
T*
Wh°
, , „
.
„
. .
. _
. from all his labour?
(aka Greek Societies): Bring up your Ecciesiastes 3:2-10
questions and concerns at the Greek
Council booth today in the con-
DC n
„ . r , . , . P.S. Don t let the assholes get you
course. Get info on rushing, hazing,
(jown
3
pledging and what they're all about.
~ "
MISSING: 1986 Memorial Cup
SWEDE AND WANDA sittin in a
Ring. If you have any information
tree, M-A-R-R-I-A-G-E...Congrats
p, ease ca
„ Bm at 884-8665 or
old quiet one, see you on the
return to info booth. No questions
honeymoon (I'll be the one under the
asked.
bed). P.S. Need a fence? P.W. -J
if yPing
EXPERIENCED TYPIST will type WORD PROCESSING: fast, ac-
anything. Reasonable rates. Fast effi- curate, will make spelling minor
cient service. Westmount-Erb area, grammar corrections. (English grad)
Call 886-7153. Laser printer. Call Suzanne at 886-
3857
WORD PROCESSING. Fast, ac-
curate, and letter quality. Resumes, IMPROVE YOUR GRADE! Top
essays, theses, business reports, etc. quality typing, grammar and spelling
Lvee pick-up and delivery. Call Diane corrected, sentences smoothed. Uni-
at 576-1284 versity area - 885-5952. St. Jacob's
664-3374.
ESSAYS...FAST...RELIABLE..W
ORD PROCESSING Scripts 885- "WORDS" - Professional typing
5971, 244 King St. N. Waterloo, services offered 7 days/week. Work
King & University, beside Forwells. guaranteed. Call 746-6746. P/U &
delivery available.
TYPING SERVICE. Reasonable
rates. Call 748 9635. WORD PROCESSING SER.
VICES...SEE AD ON PAGE 2i
TYPING. Professional Word Pro- FOR DETAILS...746-5217.
cessing. Reasonable rates. Call —
Heather @ 888-6417. WORDS FOR MONEY: FAST WP
and DTP service for essays, reports,
WORDS FOR MONEY! Profes-
resumes and newsletters. Cost $2.2!
sional document processing. Tele- per page (double spaced, 12 poinj
phone 742-4315 after 6pm for more NLQ text). Free pick-up/drop-off ii
information. K-W. Phone 742-4315 anytime. )
days a week.
THE CLERICAL ADVANTAGE:
742-0657. Word processing, resumes, WORD PROCESSING:
Theses, es-
application letters, essays, reports, says, resumes, etc.
Letter quality
priming, flyers, sings, banners, etc. printer. Spellcheck. On campus pick-
up, delivery. Reasonable
rates. Call
Word Processing Services. Term Sharon 656-3387 after spm.
I
papers, reports, resumes, etc. Letter
quality at competitive rates. Word ' YPING OF
ALL KINDS. Rea-
Pcrfect 5.0. Call 746-5217. sonable rates. Call 578-0961
7 CeNtS
a WOrd
\ 1 '
WANTED: two girls looking for two ROOMMATES NEEDED: two un- ALONE with your unplanned preg-
rooms to rent in a house or apt. with furnished bedrooms available. Share nancy? Call Birthright 579-3990. We
oilier fremales/males. Call Laura or rest of apartment. Laundry and park- offer support and can help you dis-
Heather at 888-0510. jng available. Rent: $290 monthly cover your options.
i nrnnAm. u u !
/utilities included. Close to Uof W
3 BEDROOM bachelor apartment md WLU bus stop piease ca]]
LOST: Business 487 (Consolida-
uvailable April 1. Make your own pr iscina - (519) 747-0209. lions) text "Modern Advanced Ac-
Icase. House on King St. with other counting" with no name inside. Lost
students. Only $265 a month. Call
SUBLET MAY - AUGUST' 6 Wednesday, February 28 in Peters
886-9739 and leave message or call
single rooms available . house fur_ Building Room 3067 8:30-10:00am
after 10
pm. nished. 30 sees, to WLU, 3 mins. to
class. If found PLEASE call Barb at
UofW. Call 725-0838. 747-2185.Reward offered.
HOUSE EOR RENT: 5 people, li-
censed boarding house, clean, quiet,
A.iriiCT a
WANTED: date to
accompany
3rd
Bluevale St., open house planned for
. ,
7 WT T
r l year student to the business formal.
Sunday, phone 746-6599 (before 10
edrooms, 2 mm. frorn LU waster
MUST SMQKE pipE Ca]l Kevin
pm) for more information.
mat V w r 112 iai~ 746-6349.MALES! Rent negotiable. Call 747-
CHEAP SUBLET: May-August. 3
3143
"
TAX RETURN Preparation: call Bill
minute walk to WLU. Fully furnished
Dnm™*rrc a a ￿
or Dan, 888-0414. $15.
(colour TV, BBQ, & laundry
TWO ROOMMATES needed to
facilities). 4 large single bedrooms,
share large double room. May 1/90 to
SEXUAL SELF-ESTEEM: Inter-
slso/month & 2 bathrooms. Call
May 1/91. $250 a month + utilities.
faith Pastoral Counselling Centre of-
T~><s mot.
Includes washer, dryer, microwave, r ,
b
725" 0723
"
etc. Call MArk or Brian at 746-7951.
fcrs a
„
Sentle
*:nce lor men & women struggling
SUBLET May 1 to August 1. 195 with sexual orientation issues. Starts
Albert St. Directly across from Peters ARE YOU CHEAP? Do you want April 5. Call 743-6781 for brochure.
Building. Multiple rooms available if to Pay a mere $200 a month in rent
interested call 746-8620 or 746-0405. for a four bedroom, 4-6 occupancy ANKH SIBLING: Why can't life be
apartment? If this is you then call Pat simple? (Oh, man.) At least every-
sso REWARD if you set us up with at 725-0234. We'll even throw in a thing has turned out for the best in
a September lease for a 3 bedroom + balcony, full kitchen and 2 bathrooms c he end. (Look! Dirt!) Looking for-
house or apartment. Call Garry or free of charge!!! ward to seeing if The Cult,
Caludio 888-0229 after 7
pm. mushrooms, and relish (Yick!) are
~ TOWNHOUSE FOR RENT: 5 the only things we disagree on.
LOOKING for 2 people to share large bedrooms, near campus and Charmingly yours, Captain Hand.
masterbedroom of large furnished amenities, available May Ist, 1 year
condo. Located across from 2 malls lease. $1250/mth reduced to J.S.: We miss you, but totally support
and 10-15 minutes from WLU or U $950/mth till Sept. Call Guelph 1- your decision. Say'Hi'to Bill Needle
if 746-7944. 763-1988. for me. The News Section.
/
a THEO: Happy 3rd anniversary! 3
I "J I years and we still love each other,
a y J V I {■ Thanks for the hugs, smiles, and oc-
jP
■ m casional screaming matches. It's been
>_
J this long, we might as well go all the
way!! I love you, K.D.
FOR SALE: 1979 Honda CX 500 1979 FIREBIRD TRANSAM: p/w, ,
!
,
r~
Deluxe. Excellent condition, 2 hand p/1. a/c. anto trunk, lady driven,
*° UND: i"""-,
0'
new bras. less than 10000 km, Kiwi $2900. Call after 5 pm, 746 6930.
™ Alber' S''
,
helmet included. $1400 or best offer.
or, and .Uruvers.ty. Call 747-5473.
\ Call Steve, 888-0046.
[ he lp w P^nTeD
I JOBS FOR SUMMER in North SPORTS PHOTOGRAPHERS WE NEED BIG SISTERS:
112 Toronto! with student painters. Com- needed - get into all events free of Kitchener-Waterloo and area Big
| petitive wage. Outdoors. Contact charge and meet famous athletes. In- Sisters Require Volunteers to
S Sean at 576-0564. terested?? Call 884-2990 or come to befriend girls and boys. If you are a
I the CORD offices (2nd floor SUB) caring person who is 20 years of age
WE NEED M O R F
f°r Liza. or older and can give three hours a
VOLUNTEERS! If you are between SUMMFR lORS Available in
We*k l° 3 Ch' ld
'
WC y°U '
18-90 and can give 3 hours of your M,h t ,ir
, i Big Sister training begins Tuesday,
.O y\> d u yv j nu i ui u i [sj orlh Toronto. If you enjoy working Atf •, 10Qn 7/n
time-We need to hear from you now! outside and like sizeable paycheques,
P " 743 "5206
t0 Re g"
In exchange for your time we will Crew Chief md Painter are
'ster. One year commitment reqmred.
supply you with a chance to meet available with Student Painters. For
new people-both customers and other
rnore information call Mike at 725- LANDSCAPE WORKERS
volunteers-pleasant volunteering con- 1273. NEEDED: no experience necessary,
ditions and the opportune of assist-
■„„„■■
good wages, flexible hours, for more
ing big sisters care for the children of THIS
,
SUMMER
irformation call Sea„ at 886-8157.
this area. with Arbor International.A lew posi-
tions still available. Contact Career
m
_
. , . 112
SUMMER JOBS in North Toronto.
WANTED: someone interested in 1 If you enjoy working outside and like
cartoon drawing to help develop a WHITBY: Earn $6000 or more this HUGE paycheques, Crew Chief and
potential toy line. Successful ap- summer working for Triple A Student painter positions are available with
j plicant will work closely with Painters. For more info call Grace at Student Painters. For more informa-
-1 creators. Call Dave at 746-5989. 746-0146. tion call Mike at 725-1273.
( UPQrPing evEnfT|
ATTENTION ONCE AGAIN TO
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS: TO GRADUATE STUDENTS: You
v ,i
. . , , w .,'
elect new UN Assoc. Executive Mon. are cordially invited to the Wilfrid
You are cordially routed to the W,l-
March „ room 3 .201 5;30 Clin . Uurjer Graduale Stu .
find Lanner University Graduate Stu-
m|alions GaU Melanlc
,
Karen & Association's Year End Wine
dents Association s Year End Wine
Heath(jr Bos ,on Rnd ow wha , on Majch
md Cheese on Thursday, March 22,
h d ,
1990 from 5.30 to 8:00 p.m. in the
dub Paul Mjr[ii] Cemcr
Paul Martm Center.
y y
Business
Tips for integrated case
Business Editor
Barry T. Gervin
by the Honours Business Class of
1990
When next Monday hits, all
third year Honours business
stu-
dent will enter a week of 8.8.A.
Boot Camp -- integrated case.
It's rough, it's tough, and it's a
helluva good time. However,
heed not the horror stories of your
predecessors but do take note
of
their tips.
Before the week begins.
You will be assigned your
groups today or tomorrow. Try
to meet with your group before
hand and find out whose
specialties are what. Set some
objectives for your group.
Leadership will come through
naturally from different people at
different times of the week.
Don't get caught up on choosing
a leader right from the beginning,
itmay cause resentment later on.
You don't have to like your
group, you just have to work well
with them, just like in the real
world. Especially, don't fool
yourself into thinking you are
doing more work than others in
your group. Everybody works
hard and everybody has different
sleeping schedules. Not every-
body is a night person.
Try to get access to your own
computer. Don't rely on the
school's services. But if you do,
keep in mind the backlogs at the
printer that can evolve, and be-
ware of the hours that the printer
room is open.
Make a schedule before you
start of what you want to do and
when you want to finish certain
tasks. It's not as important that
you have a good schedule as that
you stick to the one you've made.
If you need to, make a budget,
or at least agree to share whatever
expenses you, run into. Some
groups spent over $100 using
pay-for-use databases. These are
helpful, and quick — time is
money. Make a decision if you
will use them or not. You can
contact the library who will con-
duct searches of the databases
and forward the charges to you.
If you want to, you can go to
the
University of Waterloo Library
and use their CD-ROM unit. You
can scan through all the Canadian
or American Business Periodical
Indexes for a particular company
or topic. It will give you the
references of where you can find
these articles, very helpful and
saves alot of time.
During the Case
Don't forget to eat and sleep.
You will have to have your wits
about you come presentation
time. You can order pizza to the
case rooms but remember to
clean up after yourselves.
Don't take the case too
seriously, don't kill yourself over
it. Problems are usually quite
simple, stick to the main issues.
Make a time line of all the inci-
dents that happen throughout the
case. This will be a good
reference to keep handy through-
out the rest of the week.
Address the issues, con-
centrate on the most important
aspects of the case. The case is
never equally distributed amongst
Finance, Marketing, Operations,
and Human Resources. Don't try
to make the case more than it is in
any particular area.
Concentrate on the facts in the
case. Any other information you
may need is in the library. Run-
ning around trying to get com-
plete information is a waste of
time and unrealistic. It might be
a good idea to familiarize your-
self with the library (you know,
the building with seven floors and
all the books)
If you are going to look out-
side the case for information, the
first place to look is your text
books. Try to use the tools that
you were taught, but don't refer
to models from chapter 5 in your
report or presentation — that's
hokey.
Nothing says you can't use
the resources of the faculty. They
are quite helpful, not in giving
you direct facts, but they will
help you with general questions.
They are also great resources for
critiquing your presentations.
<you don't have to tike your group, you just have
to work^zoeCCzuith them, just Cikg in the reaCzvorCd.
(jet a fourth year student to critique your
presentation, not onCy zuitt it help you, hut it
zoitC
us fourth year students feeC special.
It's a good idea to find out
what other groups are doing but
try not to let it influence your de-
cisions. Individualism counts —
the majority is usually wrong.
Don't be afraid to go out on your
own, be confident.
The Written Report
If you are going to get your
reports bound, do it soon. Things
at Kinko's start to grind to a halt
at 3:00 am Thursday morning.
It's not essential to have your
case bound. Some of the winning
teams had a cover page and a
staple!
The Presentation
Get a fourth year student to
critique your presentation, not
only will it help you, but it will
make us fourth year students feel
special. The presentation is more
important than the written report.
Most members of the internal
board don't get time enough to
adequately analyze your report
before your presentation. The
same is even more true for the ex-
ternal board - if you get there.
You have to sell your plan of ac-
tion through the presentation.
Concentrate on your presentation
right from the beginning of the
week and decide how you want to
structure it.
There are lead times for
audio-visual items! Slides are
much nicer than overheads. You
can create a colour slide by
designing it first on paper and the
by getting Audio-Visual to take a
picture of it. They will make a
slide for you for about a dollar
but it takes about a day.
Whatever you decide to use for
you visuals, make sure it is easy
to read. Large letters, with only
relevant, summary information
are the keys to a good visual. It's
so simple to do, and it means alot.
If you can't read the overhead
clearly, don't use it - the judging
boards will only get pissed off.
This is probably one of the
most exciting academic activities
you will have throughout your
entire four yearprogram, so make
sure to have fun!
President's Council
By Mark Silver
Who are they, what are they, and why you should care?
SO WHAT?? Who the hell is the SBE President's Council... why
should anyone care? Well, the truth of the matter is that in the School
of Business and Economics (SBE), there exists a little known group
which is working to get some really exciting things happening for the
students which it represents.
The Council works to "consolidate and coordinate the activities of
SBE Clubs" says Darryl Williston who is its chairman. These clubs
include the Accounting Association, AIESEC, the Entrepreneur's
Club, the Economics Association, the Marketing Club and Tamiae
Society (the Stock Market Club is no longer in existence).
All SBE club presidents meet approximately once every three
weeks to "avoid conflict and cannibalism" among club ideas and ac-
tivities. An attempt is being made to achieve better communication
with SBE students. The Council is now in its second year of opera-
tion, and it is coming up. with some pretty fascinating ideas.
The presidents are working together to share resources and efforts
to give students a lot of events. Anna Jakubowski, 1989/90 President
of TAMIAE, explains that for next year, the council has decided to
co-ordinate "Business Week". To be implemented at the start of the
Fall Term, the council will be "cramming usual club events into a
time span of one week". Some of the week's activities already dis-
cussed include a "Meet the Prof Nite", speeches by prominent guest
speakers, and a baseball tournament sponsored by Procter and Gam-
ble.
An underlying mandate of this council is to promote and support
the idea of a Commerce Society which would represent all Business
and Economics students at WLU. This society would provide ser-
vices to students (ie. tutoring, counselling, training, and some social
activities) that are not currently provided. Such a society would
represent students in dealings outside of the SBE. Being considered,
is to have SBE representatives as senior executives of such a society.
While these propositions represent an ideal situation, the major hurdle
is financing; it is hoped that the SBE could donate some of its
resources to this proposal. Wilfrid Laurier's School of Business and
Economics is one of the only schools of its type in Canada that does
not have an organization of this type.
The faculty liaison to the Council is Wayne Caston. He has been
working with the council to get ideas implemented. Most of the
members would agree that without Wayne's tremendous efforts, the
Council just would not function properly. The next meeting for the
President's Council is March 19.
Business
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upcoming in sbe
; March 15-19 March 20
!; ftITS'EC Japanese Study Tour hits the road to Af'ES'EC Japanese Study Tour: 'Bowling,,'
! Ottawa and 'Montreal (Pioneer Sportsworldand 'Brickjßrezvery Tour
March 16
March 23 !
, Marketing Club: Deadline for Applications for integratedCase formal
\ 'Executive (Positions, available in (P2002 '
| Tamiae Car-Tub (Rally, see posters for details March 24 ; i
i| Accounting Association: lour of Veloitu Has-
MTS%C farewell Hash jj
, 1 kins & Sells, call Claudio 888-0229 for tickets , _ !'
March 30 j:
March 19
. _ . . Cto „Tamiae Society: Car-Tub (R(iuy
Integrated 9~(ell 'Begins To register, call Marry Vanderveen 74 7-3 793 \
Be a small biz consultant this summer
Eric Jemetz
Laurier's Small Business
Consulting Service is now hiring
students for the position of Con-
sultant. This is a full time posi-
tion which will last most of the
summer.
Laurier's Small Business
Consulting Service was started in
1972. It is a non-profit organiza-
tion which is run by third and
fourth year 8.8.A. students and is
partially funded by the Ministry
of Industry Trade and Technol-
ogy (MITT).
MITT started the Small Busi-
ness Consulting Program for two
reasons:
1) To provide low cost con-
sultation to small businesses. It
was hoped that this help would
improve upon the dismally high
failure rate of new businesses. In
fact, 80% of new business ven-
tures don't make it through their
first two years of existence. The
theoretical experience of the stu-
dents combined with the practical
experience of the entrepreneur
should result in a better chance of
success for small a business.
2) To provide an opportunity
for university students to get
hands on practical experience in
the business world. MITT hoped
that the experience students
would gain from the program
would make them more prepared
to enter a job upon graduation.
The program has now been
extended to all but a few Ontario
Universities. University of
Guelph started their service last
summer and as a result it is the
newest university to enter the
program.
Currently, the demand for the
services at WLU's Small Busi-
ness Consulting Service is more
than we can handle. Satisfied
clients from the past 18 years
spread the word of our services
and as a result, little marketing
effort is required during the year.
During the fall and winter
semesters the service only opera-
tes part-time, but we begin to op-
erate full-time from May until the
end of August.
The Small Business Consult-
ing Service is now looking for
four intelligent, hardworking and
outgoing third-year regular
stream 8.8.A. students with a
minimum G.P.A. of 8.0.
The position of consultant at
the Small Business Consulting
Service entails:
1) Meeting with clients to
determine how the Small Busi-
ness Consulting Service can meet
their needs.
2) Working on specific cases
throughout the summer. The ser-
vice deals with everything from
entrepreneurs and their ideas to
medium sized firms with
revenues exceeding a million dol-
lars per year. We usually consult
in any of the four functional areas
with the bulk of our work being
marketing related. Examples of
cases which were worked on by
the consultants last summer in-
cluded:
i) Studying the feasibility of
importing and selling low water
usage, enviro-friendly toilets in
Canada.
ii) Determining the demand
for a local trucking firm to ex-
pand into the Toronto airport
market.
iii) Analyzing a local
restaurant's financial records to
determine whether funds were
being embezzled.
iv) Reviewing a local in-
ventor's business plan prior to his
search for investors.
These are just a few exam-
ples.
3) Promoting the Small Busi-
ness Consulting Service via local
library seminars, mall displays
and the use of the local media.
The experience that the con-
sultants derive from their work at
the service is invaluable in build-
ing better business skills. These
include:
i) Developing interpersonal
skills.
ii) Becoming comfortable in
any business
environment.
iii) Building overall con-
fidence in yourself and your over-
all abilities.
Added benefits of the job in-
clude the immense satisfaction of
seeing your recommendations
being implemented by business
professionals because many of
them are.
In addition, you will have a
great time learning about the
practical business world with
peers of equal ability and experi-
ence.
When you are finished work-
ing for the Small Business Con-
sulting Service you will have a
firm grasp of the business world
as it really functions. The com-
bination of your education and
consulting experience will make
you more marketable in the busi-
ness world. Just watch your co-
op friends squirm with envy as
you learn more this summer than
the intricate workings of a Kodak
photocopier.
If you are in your Third Year
of the regular stream 8.8.A. pro-
gram and have a minimum
G.P.A. of 8.0 please submit a
resume and a completed ACCIS
form (these are available from
Career Services) to Marcia
Bauman in P2038 by March
22/1990.
If you have any questions at
all about the consultant position
at the Small Business Consulting
Service please feel free to call
me, Eric Jemetz, anytime either at
work: 884-1970 ext. 2193 or at
home: 742-5651.
Eric Jemetz SBCS Staff Manager
Biz Knob Poetry Corner
I Cikg. business because it is competi-
tive, because it rewards deeds rather than
words,
I Ciks- Business because it compels
earnestness and does not permit me to
nejjCect today's thinking about
tomorrow.
/ Cifce business because it undertakes to
pCease, not reform; because it is honestCy
selfish, thereby avoiding hypocrisy and
sentimentality.
I tike business because it promptly
penalizes mistakes, sfiiftlessness, and in-
efficiency, while rewarding zvett those
whogive it the best they have in them.
Lastly, I like business because each day
is afresh adventure.
%3i. Cabell
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Free Admission
"practical
Graduate
■T
—"
JHf I hat's how the Toronto Star recently referred to a new breed of college pro-
gram offered by Humber College, and designed specifically for University
and
College graduates.
These programs are short, (we recognize your previous level of education)
so you
can get right down to some practical training that includes contact with
Business
and Industry professionals.
Multiply your career potential by combining the strength of your University
back-
ground with the practical education for which Humber College
has become
known.
Call and arrange for a phone interview to discuss your potential in one
of the
following careers.
• Marketing Mgmt. Humber
• Human Resources Mgmt.
• Microcomputer Mgmt.
AA
• Radio Broadcasting
• Journalism Out of town? call 1-800-268-4867
• Public Relations Local calls (416) 675-5000
U.S. takeovers financed with junk
By Todd James
L.8.0.'5, mergers and ac-
quisitions were the topics of dis-
cussion for Bill Brown, a Vice-
President with the Bank of Nova
Scotia, when he was at Laurier
Friday afternoon. He gave the
crowd stories of his wheelings
and dealings using leveraged buy
outs and the future prospects of
leverage to acquire new acquisi-
tions. He also discussed the rea-
sons for the lack or non-existence
of junk bonds in Canada.
A leveraged buy out is the ac-
quisition of a company with little
equity and alot of debt. In Cana-
da this debt must be raised
through the banking system
whereas in the U.S. "junk bonds"
are issued to finance such
leveraged deals. Canada's lack of
junk bonds or low grade bonds is
caused by the relatively small
capital markets in Canada and the
avoidance of Canada's "conserva-
tive" investors to invest in a high
risk security. L.8.0.'5, once
known as "bootstrap" financings,
are practically as old as capi-
talism itself. The idea is to pay a
nickel or dime for a dollar's
worth of assets and borrow the
rest using the acquired firm's as-
sets as security, then repay the
loan either from profits or by sell-
ing off parts of the company.
L.8.0.'s were born in the mid
70's by a group of four at the firm
BEAR STERNS in the merger
and acquisitions department. One
of the members of this team was
Gerry Schwartz, a Canadian who
now runs Onix Corporation, a
business based on L.8.0.'sand is
one of a very few who do this in
Canada. The other members of
the original team moved on to an
epic success in leverage buy outs
forming the company K.K.R.,
now famous in the business
world. The firm K.K.R. acquired
35 companies worth over U.S.
$62 billion and the partners pock-
eted hundreds of millions in fees,
and capital gains. The boom
gathered steam when Michael
Milken, formerly a partner in
Drexel Burnham Lambert Inc. in-
vented the high yield or junk
bond as a means of financing
even larger acquisitions. During
the late 70's and throughout the
80's the junk bond grew and grew
until 1989.
In 1989 the ship began to
sink. Michael Milken, the King
of the junk bond market was
charged and fired. Without
Michael to keep the market liquid
in the U.S. junk bonds it began to
crumble. It seemed that every
week there was another company
defaulting on their debt. The
junk bond market was fast drying
up. Many banks who invested
money in the junk bond market
went bankrupt. Recently, Drexel
filed for bankruptcy in the U.S.
and the junk bond market is rela-
tively dead.
In Canada meanwhile,
L.8.0.'s were used by Robert
Campeau in his now famous deal-
ings south of the border. Bill
Brown, V-P at Scotiabank, told
the audience Friday afternoon
that Campeau had no experience
in the retail fashion industry and
should have stayed away from
such a high risk venture.
Campeau used junk bonds and
debt to finance his acquisitions
which ultimately caused a col-
lapse of the Campeau empire
south of the border, suffocated by
the huge overlay of debt and the
inability to sell off parts of the
empire to finance the debt bur-
den. The collapse of the junk
bond market pulled Robert
Campeau down the drain and
caused his stock to fall from a
high of $$22 to around $2.80 in
only a few short months. This is
one of Canada's biggest business
failures in history and has caused
many Canadian investors to avoid
such risky leveraged ventures in
Canada.
On the flip side of this there is
success. In Canada this success
is illustrated by the Onix Corpo-
ration who has proven that
leveraged buy outs can work even
in Canada. In 1987 Onix ac-
quired Beatrice foods Canada
costing $316 million and Onix
only having to pay $21.9 million
up front. This is only a sample of
the success of the Onix
corpora-
tion whose assets grew by over 8
times during a five year period
(1984-1989). Onix in all deals
pays very little cash up front and
saddles the acquired companies
with substantial non recourse debt
- meaning that if the acquired
companies find themselves in a
Campeau-style cash crunch the
lenders can't come after Onix.
Even Onix whose track record is
impressive to most has felt the
shock waves from the debt
market with investors shying
away from any company using
leverage to carry out acquisitions.
According to Gerry Swartz,
C.E.O. of Onix, the L.B.O. busi-
ness is over as a business and
Onix must try and remove their
name from the leverage business
in order to regain investors con-
fidence. Bill Brown states that
there will still be leveraged buy
outs in Canada, with the banks
support, but not as highly levered
as the deals during the '80s.
Write or send me money
Barry T. Gervin
Howdy, it's me again. As you saw last week, I got most of my
cousins to help me out by writing articles. They absolutely refused to
do it again this week. So I forked over fifty bucks out of my own
wallet to each of the contributors this week, just to get them to spend
about an hour to write an article. Well, I didn't really pay them, but I<
would if I had the fifty bucks. Thanks alot Cecilia, Jane, Mark, Todd,
Melissa, and Monica for all your help so far. But I still have this
problem, I need writers very badly. That sounds sort of artsie, so if
you are in biz or eco you could call yourself a reporter, a journalist,
heck you could even call yourself business editor if you really wanted
to!
Now I don't like to steal writers away from another paper, but
after the next issue of the Atrium comes out, think how much time
you Atrium writers will have until the next issue comes out, or should
I say
if another issue comes out.
There are several things you could write about, I have tonnes of
ideas. lam running out of Biz Knob Poetry selections and any sub-
missions would be greatly appreciated.
Faculty are welcomed as well to submit articles to this section. I
don't have all the time to personally come to your offices and give
you an invitation, but if you are reading this, then you do have some
interest. Okay, okay, I'll even put your picture beside the article. If
anybody is interested, please give me a shout (746-1976) or drop by
the Cord offices.
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*4 Ch»ri« Street West, Kitchener. Ontario N2GIH2 (519)579 2440
McGinnis may sound like good iIILA^j
Italian but it sure tastes iike it when
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Lasagna or Fettucini Alfredo.
r how about our zest v Chicken
*
Parmigiana, Shrimp Alfredo or Stuffed
Sfi e"s Florentine.
Kiek any of them off with a spirited
Caesar Salad and who cares about the
name. As long as it's M c6innis, you 160 University Ave., W.
know it's going to be good Italian. Just East of U of W in Waterloo
Mama Mia! 886-6490
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Fr. Ignatio Martin Baro, S.J., celebrating mass with the peasant
community of Jayaque, El Salvador. Fr . Martin Baro was one
of the Jesuits
murdered in San Salvador.
This photo was taken last summer by Laurel Whitney,
the Jesuit
Centre's Projects Officer. She was visiting Salvadoran communities which
you are helping through the Jesuit
Centre.
Pc'er Eglin
December 10/11,1989.
Postscript, February 24,1990
On January 19, nine members of the
armed forces, including a colonel, were
charged with the murders (Globe and
Mail, Jan. 20, 1990, A6). On January
24, the annual debate over continuation
of aid to El Salvador began in the re-
convenedU.S. Congress. The occurrence
and timing of the first event are direcdy
related, after the standard pattern, to the
second. No ranking officer has ever been
convicted of murdering civilians in El
Salvador. See Romero, the movie (The
Princess, April 25, 7pm).
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DEATHS in
the FAMILY
TO ALL MEMBERS OF THE ADMINISTRATION, STAFF
AND FACULTY AT WLU
Forgive me for special pleading, particularly at this exploited time
of year. In human terms the butchery of Celia Ramos, Elva Julia
ramos, Joaquin Lopez y Lopez, Juan Ramon Moreno Pardo, Amando
Lopez Quintana, Segundo Montes Mozo, Ignacio Martin-Baro and
Ignacio Ellacuria Beascoechea, all members of Jose Simeon Canas
University of Central America in San Salvador, is no more or less
significant than the deaths of the rest of the over sixty thousand
civilians of El Salvador (estimated by independent human-rights or-
ganizations to have been) slaughtered by its government's armed
forces in this decade.
*
No doubt, too, there are other cases, nearer or farther from home,
equally or more deserving of our attention. The daily toll of
Palestinians shot by Israeli soldiers (or 'settlers') qualifies perhaps,
or the killing by government forces of students - their bodies
dumped along the equivalent of Bricker Avenue - at the University
of San Carlos in Guatemala city earlier this Fall (The massacre
of the fourteen women students of Montreal is not state terrorism, but
something worse and potentially more devastating;endemic gender
terror demands a response different from, and more onerous than, a
plea such as this.)
I bring before you these Salvadoreans, however, because they are
'family'. Celina and her mother Elva - the Maria Janzens and Elaine
'Lucy' Schmidts of the university - cleaned residences and offices,
and cooked in the kitchens. The two Ignacio's — one the John Weir,
the other the Donald Baker of the university — sat in meetings,
planned budgets, solicited funds, advertised for students...Joaquin,
Juan, Amando and Segundo — the Don Morgensons and Peter Erbs —
gave lectures, conducted research, marked papers and counselled stu-
dents. Segundo was a sociologist and Director of their Institute of Hu-
man Rights, and Ignacio (Martin-Baro) was a social psychologist as
well as being Academic Their university has a reli-
gious foundation, as does ours. The men were ordained members of
their Church, as are more than a few faculty here. The women did the
'serving' jobs and the menial work, as women do disproportionately
here. They believed in human rights. That is, they did, and were, and
believed in, these things until that night of November 15-16 when the
goons came and fixed their heads (that is, the men's heads, the
women being merely killed apparently).
The head-fixing - a fundamentalist exercise in thought control
and social engineering, that is, in applied psychology and sociology —
was done, I have no doubt, with American-supplied guns and bullets.
Officially Canada has supplied only (spare?) parts for U.S.-built mili-
tary helicopters sold to El Salvador in the early 1980's,
4
current ver-
sions of which are being used to strafe the working-class districts of
San Salvador in the war against the FMLN guerrillas. As our Busi-
ness 459 class on export marketing was told on November 28 by the
aptly-named Allan Virtue, director of the aerospace, marine and
defence products division of the Department of External Affairs and
International Trade's defence programs and advanced technology
bureau, military markets in the United States are (still) looking good
for Canadian producers. "The 500 Canadian companies that sell to the
U.S. military sell between $600 million and $1 billion of good an-
nually, he For an example, WLU's most recent outstanding
business leaders award was made to the local industrialist who heads
Havlik Technologies Inc., a company 5% of the business of which is
'defence' products destined for sale to the weapons producers in
Canada and the U.S.A. (specifically for the U.S. Navy).
Of course the guns were fired, the brains shot out and the faces
thereby mutilated, we must assume, by Salvadoreans. But the further
moral, and probably legal, responsibility for these crimes against
humanity lies with the killers in Washington, from George Bush (and
his cowboy predecessor) on down. Almost four billion dollars in
mostly military and economic U.S. aid in this decade has purchased a
cornucopia of death. As long-time players inEl Salvador, and as solid
and reliable military and economic partners of the United States, in
deed if not in word, our government and chief corporate citizens are
complicit in these crimes.' And insofar as Canada is a democracy ~ I
mean a real democracy, not just a formal one — then responsibility
devolves on all of us for the actions of our 'national representatives'.
Despite severe doubts about the existence of this 'real' Canadian
democracy, the thought of complicity in mass murder, torture, mutila-
tion and rape
— the last a quite systematic means of subjugating
women in terror states like El Salvador, though not reportedly used in
this case — keeps bothering me. It stops me finishing the review arti-
cle awaited by Steve, my co-author, by the book's author (a friend),
and by the journal's review editor. It gets in the way of getting the
Christmas mail out to my children and other relatives in England. I
have to do something. It comes out as this piece and a sign outside
my office calling "on the government of Canada to withdraw its am-
bassador from the U.S.A. in protest against that nation's continued
maintenance of the barbarous state terrorism of its client, the govern-
ment of El Salvador." (Withholding our aid from El Salvador, and
bringing pressure to bear on the U.S.A. in the O.A.S. do not go nearly
far enough.) The sign has been ripped up once by an enraged reader
so I am pretty sure it's on target. And such diplomatic 'gestures' do
work.
The evil empire's rulers fear the people so much they spend mil-
lions trying to manage public opinion and thereby public action.B
"The secrecy and endless deception of the executive is itself a clear
indication of its fear of public response to the actual facts of the war"
and "there is no reasonable doubt that mass protest and resistance
have been factors, perhaps major factors, in constraining the execu-
tive" wrote Chomsky about the domestic side of the American war in
This means our protest here in the colony can be effec-
tive. Or are we to believe that such things are currently possible only
in 'Communist' Europe?
On this Human Rights Day (December 10th) we celebrate the
widening tear in the Iron Curtain in Europe while our hemisphere's
rulers, in fulsome hypocrisy, cement the cracks in the defences of the
empire's terror states in Central America.lo
I ask you as fellow members of the university family, brothers and
sisters of Ignacio and Segundo and Elva, to come to the Concourse
and sign my sign. I am asking all of you - each person in administra-
tion (John, Donald, Andy, Jim, the Deans....), in the faculty (Don,
Peter, Arnold, Juanne, Jane, A1....) and in the staff (Cher, Donna,
Charlotte, Ina, 8arb....). Sending this off to Ottawa can be something
WLU can be proud of. And we might just start something.
FOOTNOTES
1
'Covering up for killers (letter).' Globe and Mail, Jan. 25, 1989, A7.
'Why does Canada aid the oppressors?' Globe and Mail, Feb. 20, 1990, A7.
L 'Guatemalan unionists bear brunt of attacks.' Globe and Mail, Oct. 3
1989, Al.
"In memorium". Footnotes (Newsletter of the American Sociological
Association), Jan. 1990, p.l; "Psychologist's death....". The Monitor
(Newsletter of the American Psychological Association), Feb. 1990, p.30.
E. Regehr, Arms Canada: the Deadly Business of Military Exports
(Lorimer, 1987), pp. 24, 145-146.
'U.S. military markets are still major targets WLU export class told.'
K-W Record, Nov. 29, 1989, BIO.
'Cambridge industrialist wins WLU award'. K-W Record, Jan. 31,
1990, B7; The Laureate Vol. 7, No. 9, Feb. 6, 1990, front page.
n
P. McFarlane, Northern Shadows: Canadians and Central America (Be-
tween the Lines, 1989); V. Levant, Quiet Complicity: Canadian Involvement
in the Vietnam War (Between the Lines, 1986).
O
N. Chomsky, Necessary Illusions: Thought Control in Democratic
Societies (CBC Massey Lectures, CBC Enterprises, 1989); E. Herman and N.
Chomsky, Manufacturing Consent: the Political Economy of the Mass Media
(Pantheon, 1988).
9
N. Chomsky, For Reasons of State (Vintage, 1973), p. 292, 296.
'Washington equipping Salvadorean planes with anti-missile devices.'
Globe and Mail, Dec. 9, 1989, A12.
H
As I finish typing this, Reuters reports that Archbishop Arturo Rivera
y Damas of San Salvador said on December 10 that Mrs. Lucia Barrera de
Cema, the only witness to the university murders, who was whisked off to the
United States and placed under FBI 'protection', has retracted her testimony
implicating the El Salvador military, after "interrogation and 'brainwashing'
by U.S. investigators." The Archbishop said "he had been told by lawyers and
churchmen that Mrs. Barrera was subjected to a violent interrogation in the
United States. U.S. State Department spokesmen were unavailable for com-
ment." Globe and Mail, Dec. 11, 1989, A4.
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Male Bonding: men will be boys
By Don Morgenson
It was the annual costume party at
one of the most prestigious fraternities
on a large state university campus; clear-
ly the highlight in the social calendars of
the fraternity brothers. The mood was
one of excitement, anticipating the thrill-
a-minute party. The evening was indeed
a tremendous success for the brothers
and their dates. However, the morning
following the party, a young woman
reported to the police that she was
sexually assaulted by three brothers.
Three fraternity members pleaded guilty
to charges of assault causing bodily
harm.
Sadly, such incidents are not isolated
or unique. In fact, decisions were recent-
ly handed down in three separate cases
in which groups of university students
were said to have raped several victims.
We all recall when, in Madison, Wiscon-
sin, a judge ruled there was sufficient
evidence to try three University of Min-
nesota varsity basketball players on
charges of sexually assaulting a woman
from another university, in a hotel room
after a basketball game. Each of the men
apparently attacked the woman and two
of the three aided one other.
A woman at the centre of one con-
troversy has withdrawn from school and
is not available for comment. She did tell
her friends that she became dizzy at a
fraternity party after drinking punch she
was told was non-alcoholic. Feeling
faint, she asked for a drink to rid her of
dizziness. She passed out and when she
regained consciousness found herself in
a room with several men, some of whom
were naked; one of them was about to
assault her. Nearly all of the victims who
have said they were raped in campus
buildings, were drunk (sometimes in-
voluntarily) or high on drugs.
On the afternoon of the day follow-
ing a campus party, a woman who said
she was not sexually active, told univer-
sity health services personnel that she
believed she was raped at a fraternity
party. She was examined by the staff and
sexual activity had occurred. Police offi-
cials investigating decided, however, that
because she was intoxicated, she could
not provide enough evidence to prove
that one or more rapes had been com-
mitted. The case is currently being ap-
pealed by the woman's family.
A study was tabled by the Project on
the Status and Education of Women (As-
sociation of American Colleges) entitled:
"Campus Gang Rape: Party Games". It
cited more than 50 incidents at a wide
range of institutions — private, public,
church-related, Ivy League, large and
small - and noted that: "The vast majori-
ty of male students do not gang rape,"
but "apparently no institution is immune
from the potential problem of 'fraternity
gang rape' or 'party gang rape'."
What impels men, especially in the
environment of an institution of higher
learning, to commit an act of in-
comparable physical and psychological
violation/violence? The most plausible
reason is simply that the motive stems
from relationships among men rather
than an irresistible individual desire for
the woman. The males are engaging in
ritualistic bonding. They cannot say NO.
If they do, their masculinity is seriously
questioned or tnreatened.
Men's groups
in general foster an in-
timate camaraderie conducive to such
behaviours. Gang rapes occur in fraternal
or athletic settings where the men have
very close relationships. They trust each
other and they often do not view what
they are doing/have done as a crime.
For me, the issue is excessive male
bonding which results in the escalation
of latent machismo into behaviours
which are violating in the extreme. In-
tensive male bonding occurs in a variety
of settings: boys clubs, military units,
men on hunting trips (me and the boys
and our beer!), athletic teams, frater-
nities...and, in most cases, such bonding
results in the creation of victims: often
women, frequently animals, and, in some
instances, men themselves.
The bench-clearing brawls character-
izing hockey suggest that such violence
occurs because men (who regress to little
boy behaviours in athletic contests) have
bonded to each other on their teams and
will not back down when confronted by
any form of intimidation, on or off the
ice.
Apparently nothing is more explosive
than a group of men/boys with little or
nothing to do. In my own army experi-
ence, the most dangerous times were
when men had nothing to do but wait. It
was then the verbal banter became vi-
cious, escalating to violent encounters
between or among men. The same thing
occurred when I was a young boy,
making what little money I could caddy-
ing at a public golf course; those of us
who were new were always ridiculed and
hazed, humiliated and taunted by the
older, more experienced caddies. It was
referred to as "initiation". I still bear the
scars of some of these initiation rites.
Researchers studying delinquent
gangs identify a "game" called "dozens",
which involves a verbal interaction
designed to push another boy to rage and
violence, thereby justifying the violent
encounter which follows the insults. One
of the tormentors will make a mildly in-
sulting statement about the mother or fa-
ther of a boy, following this statement
with ones that are more and more
provocative. The insulted person, in turn,
will make an insulting statement about
the tormentor's mother. The exchange
continues as the crowd shouts en-
couragement to both sides of the conflict
until one of the two pulls a knife or picks
up a club. Such is a sign that the verbal
exchange is over and that a fight has
begun. Often there are serious injuries,
even death.
Within motorcycle gangs, the bond-
ing is fast and sometimes fatal...and the
violence done to members and to
"citizens" (as outsiders are called) is well
known. Some of their slang terms indi-
cate the extent to which humiliation, in-
timidation and violence are an intimate
part of the male bonding. A "garbage
wagon" is a stock motorcycle with stan-
dard parts and fittings; members are not
allowed to wear their "colours" while
riding a "garbage wagon". A "mama" is
a woman who is willing to "pull a train"
or have sex with all members of the
gang. "Originals" are bluejeans that have
not been washed in three years. In some
clubs, a member's "originals" are "bap-
tized" at his initiation when all members
urinate on them. To "show class" means
that the individual has done something
particularly malicious or shocking to
"citizens". If one shows exceptional
class, he might be awarded a "Gross
Badge".
Explanations for why such "friend-
ships" result in victimization are difficult
to find. Some favour a "pregnancy envy"
approach, suggesting that male violence
is the result of identity diffusion. Women
(not in a sexist way) have many ways of
achieving a self-concept or identity,
whereas men hunt desperately for an
identity; some of these strategies result
in violence. It is also thought that men
create themselves through violence.
Others argue a "compulsive mas-
culinity" theory, suggesting that because
boys spend so much of their lives in
female-dominated institutions (the home,
school, etc.) that, to overcome this domi-
nation, they indulge in violent be-
haviours so that no one will mistake their
sexual identities.
Some blame the socialization process
men undergo during the early years.
They are systematically reinforced for
aggressive/violent behaviours. Claude
Brown (Manchild in the Promised Landl
writes about his childhood in Harlem:
"Most of the cats I swung with were
more afraid of not fighting than they
were fighting."
Hear what a forty year old man has to
say: "I suspect that most men get togeth-
er with other men, not because of the
positives, but rather to compensate for a
negative. In other words, guys hang out
with guys because you're afraid that by
being alone you may appear to be
sexually inadequate, or you may have
some other fear of inferiority. So you
compensate for it. You hang out with the
guys and you tell jokes, and you play
pool, and you act tough...or tougher, or
you go along with some tougher guy. If
you don't, whatever the action, you'll be
excluded from itby the other guys."
Or perhaps it is all a function of the
unacknowledged but unconsciously felt
greater fragility of the male. Infant
mortality rates as well as disease rates
for males far exceed those of females.
The female with her double X
chromosomes is superior (in all but mus-
culature) to the male. Perhaps the male
bonding and the violence which in-
evitably follows, is a male's way of ad-
dressing his own fragile nature.
Whatever the reasons, there are many
concerns that male bonding continues to
result in victims of all kinds. Perhaps the
important lesson to be learned is that tak-
ing part in so-called masculine activities
does absolutely nothing to ease the feel-
ing of being essentially alone or assuage
our fears of fragility. At the same time
men must be allowed to admit feeling
fragile; such an admission often makes
us feel stronger. The terrible dangers of
allowing oneself to be human, that is to
say vulnerable, never seem to manifest
themselves. Being oneself is an art
which grows in sensitivity to others but,
at the same time, in sensitivity to one's
quiet inner life. Such a sensitivity will
lead to far fewer victims and much
healthier friendships among men.
If such sensitivity is not developed in
men, then indeed welcome to the chaos
created by Jack, Ralph and poor Piggy;
welcome to the savagery of The Lord of
the Flies.
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scene
A country gone wrong
Pat Brethour Film
When Rachel found thai she bore
Jacob no children, she became
jealous of her sisier
and said to
Jacob, 'Give me sons, or I shall
die'..She said, 'Here is my hand-
maid Bilhah. Lie with her, so that
she may bear sons to be laid upon
my knees, and through
her / too
may build up a family,'
Genesis 30:1-4
Imagine a country governed
by fear and paranoia. Imagine a
society where to dissent means
banishment and to disobey, death.
If you can picture this, then you
are on your way to understanding
The Handmaid's Tale, Margaret
Atwood's provocative view of "a
country gone wrong".
Atwood's premise is simple.
Towards the end of the twentieth
century, a power-hungry elite
have installed a totalitarian
theocracy in the former United
States (renamed the Republic of
Gilead). Pollution, and nuclear
accidents have resulted in a 1%
fertility rate for the population.
Faced with this situation, the fun-
damentalists set about to purify
the country and create a new or-
der.
Their methods are brutally
straightforward. All dissent is
smothered. Women are to assume
their natural place in society -- as
the servants of men and the
bearers of children -- the "Hand-
maids".
Si is this last aspect of Gilead
that The Handmaid's Tale
focuses upon. As the
movie be-
gins, we see Kate (Natasha
Richardson) attempting to flee
With distinct overtones of 1984, The Hand-
maid's Tale confronts the audience with a
peculiarly American version of Fascism.
Gilead for Canada with her fam-
ily. Her husband is merely shot,
while Kate is forced to become a
Handmaid. After a period of in-
doctrination, she is assigned to
the Commander (Robert Duvall)
one of the males of the ruling
elite, and his Wife, Serena Joy
(Faye Dunaway).
Kate's purpose as a Handmaid
is to bear a child for Serena Joy.
This is to be done through the
"Ceremony", where the Hand-
maid is (hopefully) impregnated
by her Commander. Kate's first
experience with the Ceremony is
brutally degrading.
Wedged between Serena Joy
and the Commander on a bed,
Kate endures the pain and
humiliation of the Commander's
stoic thrusts. If Kate is im-
pregnated, she will be revered. If
she fails, she will be declared an
"Unwornan", and banished to the
toxic waste ridden Colonies.
Upon the urging of Serena
Joy, Kate has sex with Nick
(Aidan Quinn), the chauffeur,
hoping to become pregnant. Love
and hope are both rekindled in
Kate, through Nick.
With distinct overtones of
1984, The Handmaid's Tale con-
fronts the audience with a pecu-
liarly American version of Fas-
cism. In Atwood's America,
Peace Night concert brings awareness
Veronica Sharzer
Peace, Love and
Understanding
Global
Awareness
Week got started with
a bang last Tuesday night
with Peace Night at the
Turret. Four bands featur-
ing Laurier talent, rocked
the small but certainly
enthusiastic crowd.
After sound checks and gener-
al fussing with speakers, the
music got started about 10:00 pm.
The first group to play was the
Grub Street Authors composed of
Roy Ellis and Jon Toews. Their
music is a mixture of jazz, folk
and a little bit of country thrown
in for good measure. Both had
good voices and harmonized very
well.
They were enjoying them-
selves on stage and it came across
in the energy and the per-
formance. Although they
managed to fill the Turret with
their music, I would like to see
them play in a smaller venue. Un-
fortunately the audience's
response was luke-warm, proba-
bly because they were the first
band and the audience hadn't got-
ten warmed up yet.
I asked the Grub Street Au-
thors about their views on what
Global Awareness is all about.
Both of them agreed that too
many things go to waste and that
more recycling is needed. They
also stated that before one be-
comes globally aware you have to
have an understanding of your-
self. You can love the world but
you have to love yourself first.
When asked about recycling at
Laurier, they thought the newspa-
per and pop can bins were good
ideas.
The next group to play was
War Wagon led by Peace Night
organizer Mike Wert. This was a
high energy band combining l
rock and pop style effectively.
Most noted was some great
harmonica work by John Pierce
and a modern rock version of
"I'se the Bye" which brought the
house down. People were actually
dancing to the catchy tunes. It's
worth noting that the first three
bands mostly played their own
material.
I managed to grab an inter-
view with Mark Collins, the
drummer for The Mourning
After, the third group. He thought
Peace Night was a good idea to
bring people together to think
about global issues like the en-
vironment. Collins feels that the
time to address these issues is
long overdue. He also is en-
couraged to see newspaper recy-
cling, but it is discouraging to see
the bins half-empty.
The four members of The
Mourning After gave a high-
spirited performance also. Un-
fortunately some speaker dif-
ficulties prevented the audience
from fully enjoying lead singer
Jim Mclntyre's vocals. The
Mourning After overcame the
problem to finish with style.
The last group, Outback,
played cover tunes very effective-
ly and with authenticity. Their
timing was excellent as were the
vocals and guitar work. I was
most impressed with a reggae
version of "Wild Thing". Their
versatility ranged from the
Beatles to Sting to Edie Brickell.
I wish I could say that the
Turret was packed because all
four bands deserve to play to
crowds. Peace Night made me
glad that I could support Global
Awareness Week but it also made
me realize how much talent there
is atLaurier.
Roy Ellis and Jon Toews, also known as the Grub Street Au-
thors, lend their talents to the Peace Night concert
Tom Szeibel, Photo
Vocalist Jim Mclntyre of
The Mourning After.
Tom Szeibel, Photo
THE SCENE AT A GLANCE
Take the burniri train, lock it up kid
Sweet promise turned cold, Jesus
don't quit
Take it down into that nova
Mary take his thorn out of your side.
Scott Merritt
THE NEWS
The Fine Young Cannibals will
release a compilation LP featur-
ing the best 12" mixes from their
award-winning album The Raw
and The Cooked.
The Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles are launching from the
comicbook and cartoon world to
live-action film. Look for the
premiere March 30 everywhere.
EVENTS
A Midsummer Night's Dream, the
last production of the school year
by U of W's Drama Department,
is being performed at the Theatre
of the Arts, Modern Languages
Building on March 20, 23 & 24 at
8:00 pm.
IN CONCERT
k.d. lang will play at Lulu's
Roadhouse March 15.
See Bowser and Blue at Fed Hall
March 16.
The Beirdo Brothers play the
Bombshelter March 16.
March 17 look for Bob Seger
clone band Katmandu at the
Turret.
The Jeff Healey Band will play
Fed Hall March 19.
Hypnotist Mike Mandel will ap-
pear at the Turret March 21.
Skads of skanking ska with Ska-
boom at the Bombshelter March
22.
The Turret will host The Pursuit
of Happiness March 24. Ad-
vance ticket sales only.
Toronto-based ska band The
Hopping Penguins perform at
Fed Hall March 27.
Come out and support CKMS at
their Benefit Party at Phil's
Grandson's Place March 28.
Spirit of the West will be at Fed
Hall March 30.
Jane Siberry plays the
Humanities Theatre at U of W
April 1.
The Cord Weekly
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TALK: Spirit of '88
Marc Colavincenzo
Alright,
let me skip any
boring preamble and
say that the fourth album
by Talk Talk, Spirit of
Eden, released in 1988, is
incredible.
I have many great albums,
many classics, but this album
overshadows every one of them
simply because I never get bored
of listening to it. It may sound
corny, but it always moves me, it
is such a beautifully crafted al-
bum. To try to say any more may
be useless but as this is a record
review, here goes.
Most people will be familiar
with the upbeat, poppier sound of
Talk Talk's two earlier singles,
"It's My Life" and "Life's What
You Make It". However, on Spirit
of Eden, they threw out any for-
mula whatsoever and went for a
"potluck" approach to the album.
It is impossible to pigeonhole
this record, it is absolutely
unique. There are small touches
of influences all over the album,
such as blues, U2, The Doors and
Deep Purple.
However, these are by no
means blatant nor is the album
strictly reliant upon them. Rather,
they come across as short mo-
ments which remind you vaguely
of another sound, but which
transform the next moment into
Talk Talk. As a result, the album
contains not one single and this
means that the album seems to
have gone unnoticed for the most
part here in Canada (cannot speak
for elsewhere), even on alterna-
tive radio.
FLASHBACK
The first side of the album is a
roller coaster ride of tempo and
mood changes. It is characterized
by slowly loping beats punctuated
by brief explosions of frenetic en-
ergy.
The first song, "The Rain-
bow", moves with a throbbing in-
fectious pulse, overlaid with
sparse guitar, piano, and
harmonica, which reaches an al-
most ecstatic crescendo only to
drop right off into oblivion and
begin anew. There is some smok-
ing harmonica toward the end of
the song which will certainly grab
your attention and Mark Hollis'
delivery of the last line of "Sound
Those Victims' Song", with his
quivering and plaintive voice,
will give you chills.
The last song on the first side
is called "Desire" and in this song
the band captures musically the
destructive workings of that very
emotion. The song begins with an
erotically beating keyboard,
recreating the elusively enticing
beginnings of desire.
This soon becomes a slowly
boiling, barely controlled energy
which builds until, finally, it ex-
plodes violently, as if seeking
satisfaction. When the violence
ends you are left in the ruined
aftermath, given a few scattered
notes on a piano and a very final
sounding chord, wondering what
just happened.
On the second side the band
takes the tempo right down but
somehow still manges to keep the
album moving. This side of the
album
may best be experienced
while driving on a warm summer
night in a car, with the windows
(and top, if possible) down.
The first two songs, "In-
heritance" and"I Believe in You"
begin their incessant moves for-
ward with the cymbal and drives
the songs until the last chords.
Don't you know how life goes
on, sings Mark Holis in "In-
heritance". This is exactly what
the band has captured in these
two songs, the sense that life slips
by and cannot be halted.
Finally, in the last song, it
feels as if the band releases you
to consider what
you have just
heard. The church organ at the
end takes you up, through a beau-
tiful progression of chords, to a
point where you can survey
where you have been then
recedes very slowly, leaving you
alone and somehow happy.
However, after this review is
over, what remains is undeniably
the best album I have ever heard.
This review is merely how the al-
bum hits me but, because Spirit of
Eden cannot be classified, it will
certainly touch each listener in a
different way. The point, though,
is that it does not matter how you
listen to Spirit of Eden, so long as
you do. Trust me, you will not be
disappointed.
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PRESENTS:
KATMANDU
THE BEST OF 808 SEGER
SAT.MAR.I7TH
$2.00 / $4X)O
MIKE MANDEL
WED.MAR.2I ST
$3.00/$5.00
Tickets for both Mike Mandel
and The Pursuit of Happiness
go on sale TODAY at the Info Booth
\m
PEPPER^NI
PERSONAL PAN PIZZA
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except statutory holidays. B ■
Limitedtime offer at participating restaurants.
®PizzaHut is a Registered Trade Mark of Pizza Hut Inc I I
Registered user Pepsi-Cola Canada Ltd
©Pepsi is a Registered Trade Mark ofPepsi-Cola Canada Ltd and nothin' but!
$0.99 raPPEROM LOVERS
MEDIUM Ooey Gooey Good"Pan Pizza
Loaded with 2 layers of pepperoni, smothered with a delicious blend of
3 cheeses. Now that's ooey gooey good.
•Plus PS.T Limited time offer at participating restaurants
COMMERCIAL
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PRESENTS
FREE BEER
&
THIS SHOULD
BE GREEN
MAR 16,17
BLUE GRASS
CARDINALS
MAR 23*
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PHANTOMS
MAR 24
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New Beat dance music imported
This is the New Beat
Various Artists
Polygram records
Periodically, in each musical
era, a new dance craze begins to
take hold in clubs and on com-
mercial radio. We can all turn on
Happy Days re-runs and laugh at
all of their goofy dance floor
antics but why look back when
our generation has it's own gyrat-
ing eccentricities to astonish us?
Polygram Records have
recently released a compilation
LP consisting of dance songs of
the "New Beat" — apparently a
European deviation of house
music named because it has
"enough pulse to pump the dance
floor into a whirling frenzy"
(press kit info). House music is
designed to be repetitive and
hardly holds any points for
originality but to label the music
on this album as a "new" beat is
presumptuous.
The Erotic Dissidents began
the New Beat movement with
"Move Your Ass" (featured on
the LP). Shunned by Belgium's
media and radio, the clubs appar-
ently loved it and it went to the
top of the national charts for 20
weeks.
"I Sit on Acid",- the lead track
features an interesting abrasive
guitar-synth sound but, hearing it
in most of the other songs on the
LP, it gets tedious. The lyrical
tool employed here -- "Sit on my
face" in a female orgasmic frenzy
— is just silly.
"D-Bop", reminiscent of rap
posturing, begins with "I invented
the D-Bop sound"; "Don't Talk
About Sex" is titled appropriately
as it really doesn't say much at all
besides "Yeah!".
The only thing remotely inter-
esting on the compilation is
"House Inspector" which uses
samples of Inspector Clouseau
from the Pink Panther films of the
70's.
House music fans may enjoy
the collection (then again, does
anyone actually buy House
singles besides DJs?) but for me
the repetitive drum beats and
asinine "lyrics" just fell on deaf
ears - an imperfect hub ring on
my press copy caused my turn-
table's needle to keep bumping
along at the end of the second
side; I thought the thump, thump,
thump was another song.
- Tony Burke
Violet and Black
Scott Merritt
Duke Street Records
Two years ago Scott Merritt
closed his annual Christmas con-
cert in his home town of Brant-
ford, Ontario with the promise of
a new album by the following
summer. That promised record
was to feature material focused
on his small town life which he
previewed that evening.
Summer came and we waited.
Rumours were in the air of an in-
ternational deal with IRS
Records. Contented, we waited.
Now, finally, Violet and Black,
featuring a more accessible,
roots-based Scott Merritt, has
been released.
I am no stranger to any of the
material on the new LP, having
heard it all played by Scott in
area appearances over the past
few years, but it's translation to
vinyl surprised me. In concert,
Merritt imbues a warm, personal
feeling to his music which seems
missing in the somewhat over-
produced versions featured on the
album. Merritt's voice is
propelled to the foreground in the
mix but the increased tempo in
some of the songs detracts from
the effect of his words.
They are such powerful songs
that they cannot be quenched by
an over-indulgent studio session.
Merritt's talents grow with each
release (he has increased the
breadth of his instrumental
virtuosity by adding banjo and
sitar to the mix in some songs)
and, while this is his fourth al-
bum, his five-record deal with
IRS will guarantee more to come.
It is amusing to hear the
references to Brantford, also my
first home, within Merritt's
songs; "Burning Train" calls upon
memories of the Burlington
Bridge as the song refers to a re-
development project in the city.
The lyrics also deal with Scott's
relationships with the people of
Brantford: "Copetown" attacks
the problem of a boy leaving a
small town and coming back as a
woman, and the infamous Grand
River floods are the focus of "Are
You Sending" and "Wild King-
dom".
Merritt and IRS are banking
on Violet and Black to open some
avenues to him in the States; his
previous two albums released on
Duke Street Records are now cir-
culating south of the border and a
video is being shot in L.A. for
"Are You Sending". Whether he
is successful or not, he still has a
home here...but buy the album
and hear about it yourself.
- Tony Burke
Vigil in a Wilderness of Mir-
rors
Fish
Capitol Records
Ex-Marillion vocalist 'Fish',
emerges from
the depths of the
defunct unit after drifting in 1988,
citing the proverbial "creative dif-
ferences", to offer his first solo
album.
Some imaginative lyrics, and
a strong collaboration with a host
of established musicians, com-
bined with the slick production
work of Jon Kelly, goes far in
bringing an otherwise fairly flat
piece of work to life. The songs
are written with confidence,
while avoiding arrogance, and
Fish becomes poetic without bor-
dering on being too pretentious.
The opening track "Vigil",
"Family Business" and"The
Company" dominate the list of
most-listenable songs, yet each
has its own little set of smoke-
and-mirrors production perks to
keep one attentive.
Produced with a plethora of
instruments, it becomes clear
after a few listens that beneath the
meticulous, textured craftwork of
producer Kelly, the songs floun-
der.
Without such a stable school
of fellow musicians and tech-
nicians, Fish's first solo effort
would sit shallow.
- Steve Burke
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Idiot Savant heard out
back at the Huether
Strange things happen. Two
fine Laurier bands played in the
area last weekend and the Scene
was there to check them both out.
Unfortunately only a photog-
rapher wo? present to cover Out-
back at Wilf s on Saturday and
the photos for Idiot Savant at Fri-
day's performance at the Huether
Hotel didn't turn out. So here
they are, together.
Idiot Savant repeated last
month's lively show at Wilf s to
an even more excited crowd at
the Huether Hotel last Friday
night. After a nine song opening
set by fellow Laurier student
band War Wagon, a Pogues-like
group with some strong material,
Savant took to the stage for two
lengthy sets of eclectic cover
songs and eccentric originals.
Although the band was
plagued by technical problems --
faulty microphones, blown
amplifiers, et al — the difficulties
didn't deter the audience from
swarming to the dance floor.
Songs such as "Hey", "Sexual Re-
lations with Stars", "King of
Awards", "Man's World" and
covers of "Wild, Wild Life" and
"Blister in the Sun" became im-
mediate audience favourites in a
two hour show that ended three
songs prematurely when all the
equipment exploded.
Currently working on a video
for either "Man's World" or
"Christians", the members of
Idiot Savant don't expect to be
playing for at least a month, when
they hope to branch out beyond
the Kitchener-Waterloo area to
clubs in Toronto and other sur-
rounding cities. Bassist Drew
Ness plans on taking a month off
in Africa, and keyboardist Andrea
McColeman is departing for the
North. The band will possibly
return to perform in the summer
with a temporary replacement for
McColeman.
John Doherty of Outback performed at Wilf's on Saturday night. The
audience were held enthralled be their deceptive covers of such per-
former's material as the Police and David Wilcox.
Tony Hartins, Photo
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One Way Return
from TORONTO to
from from
London $249 $379
paris $299 $429
AMSTERDAM $299 $399
ATHENS $419 $689
tel aviv $479 $829
TRAVEL CUTS - your student travel experts
OnL Reg. #2592241
'
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TRAVEL CUTS
University Shops Plaza
170 University Ave W. Waterloo, N2L 3E9
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TRAVELCUTS
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barb-Q
WE DELIVER
Take-Out and Delivery LUNCH & DINNER
A i EZs XT • BAR-B-Q Chicken & Ribs
* wings
• Super Salads, Soup & Sandwiches
2399 Kmgsway Dr (at Franklin) Kitchener
363 King Street North (at Columbia) Waterloo
* QUICKLY'S PARTY PACK
27 Wings, Bucket Caesar Salad.
Bucket Veggie Sticks
Regular Value TJO tC
ONLY 523.9S
LATE NIGHT AT QUICKLY'S
DOUBLE ORDER
! of
JUMBO WINGS
T.G.'s Great Jumbo Wings
/ $6.99 slt^r
offer valid Mon through Sun.
10 p.m. to closing
Coupon Redeemable For
1 Free Delivery
Valid on orders of $20 or more
One coupon per visit.
not valid in combination with other offers
1
coupon per visit
marketing along with fundamen-
talism has created a society with
all the hypocritical glitz of the old
world, without its freedom.
Natasha Richardson, although
she has publicly declared her lack
of interest in politics, gives a
gripping performance in this very
political movie. The character of
Kate is not treated merely as a
symbol for oppressed women. In-
stead, Atwood, and screenwriter
Harold Pinter allow Kate to show
the full gamut of emotions.
Richardson skillfully portrays the
inner battle of Kate to control her
outward expression — to avoid
facecrime. All the same Kate
reveals an occasional, quickly
smothered, wry grin — just
enough to show that she recog-
nizes that Gileadean society is the
absurd parodying the ridiculous.
The structure of the movie is
critical in understanding
Atwood's message. Time and
time again, the characters' words
fail to match their actions. Pious
utterances are contradicted by
acts of lust and violence. On the
other hand, those that seemingly
conform with the repressive
Gilead regime, secretly plot to
overthrow it. Hypocrisy, not
ideology, is the dominant force in
Gilead.
This idea lies at the heart of
both the film and the novel — that
religious fundamentalism is a
morally bankrupt and oppressive
concept. With this idea in mind,
Atwood and Pinter have fash-
ioned a fascinating vision of a
time and place disturbingly like
our own.
Choir applaud the potato
James Neilson
Concert Review
Voted
one of Q-107's
most promising new
bands the Bourbon
Tabernacle Choir brought
their own form of rhythm
and blues to the
Bombshelter for a night of
revelry and happy songs
Thursday night.
For a "blues" band the Bour-
bon Tabernacle Choir attracted a
strange kind of crowd.
It seems
some advance guards of this
months impending Grateful Dead
tour were out in full force to meet
each other and compare who's
hair is getting the longest. Except
for the masses of deadheads
doing their own thing attendance
was down for what turned out to
be an interesting show.
Bourbon Tabernacle Choir
have been together for about
three years now. Every high
school had a bunch of guys like
them with a band and a dream.
They cut their teeth at Battle of
the Bands and talent shows
around Toronto until they started
gigging on Queen Street. Every
weekend, the guys would find a
basement and jam along together.
Sooner or later, they got good,
damn good. BTC is still a rela-
tively young band, the average
age of the seven members is
twenty-one.
As far as recordings go, the
Bourbons have a six song EP cas-
sette, Sister Anthony, and they're
working with Videofact (Founda-
tion to assist Canadian Talent on
Video) to produce something
visual for the song "Words". The
other great thing about them is
they don't do David Wilcox
covers; it's mostly original
material in a more R & B rather
than pure blues fashion.
Their style also hints at ele-
ments of jazz. I'd like to draw a
comparison between the Bour-
bons and the Butterfield Blues
Band especially their Resurrec-
tion of Pigboy Crabshaw album.
A more contemporary style
would be that of George
Thorogood as the grinding
saxophone of Gene Hardy
smoothed out their sound with a
funky Chicago edge.
But, for all their talents Thurs-
day night, something was miss-
ing. As a blues band, the Bour-
bons were desperately in need of
someone who can play
harmonica. Bassist Jason Mercer
filled me in on this missing link
identifying him as Tortoise Blue
of Tony D and the Wailin'
Damians. Tortoise is one of the
Bourbons "loose relations" who
sometimes sit in with the band
when they're playing their usual
places like the Diamond, the
Horseshoe, Clinton's and the
Siboney. Evidently Tortoise has
even taught the Phantoms'
Jerome Godboo a few things.
After finding that out, I'm
definitely interested in seeing
him. Don't pigeonhole the Bour-
bons as a "Queen street blues
band" though. Mercer insisted
that they play to any one not just
a community of black clad
Toronto "artistes".
Fantastic original songs like
"Solitude Time", 'Decomposition
Blues", "Skull Ring" and "Wash
Your Hands" had the Deadheads
wailing around in ecstasy on the
dance floor. Through his second
pitcher of Double Diamond, Cord
lush photographer Tom Szeibel
attempted to photograph the
band. He was instantly blinded by
flying hair.
Cover songs included David
Bowie's "Fashion" and the Temp-
tations' "Papa Was a Rollin'
Stone". Dave Wall kept up his
antics begging the audience to
"applaud the potato" in reference
to the fries and gravy he was at-
tempting to eat on stage. Strange-
ly enough, we did pay homage to
his potato.
Hopefully, Q-107 will broad-
cast another simulcast from the
Diamond. If not, the Bourbons
are sure to make an appearance
on the Rock Report in the new fu-
ture.
Ten Commandments
by Steve Burke
Fill in the answers to the quiz below and drop them off in the box at the
Cord offices by 2:00 Friday. The entry with the most correct answers
will receive two free movie passes to The Princess
Cinema. Playing next
week: Denys Arcand's Jesus of Montreal, and a live presentation of
Samuel Beckett's play Waiting for Godot.
1. Give the name of the Canadian director of Jesus Christ Superstar
and Agnes of God:
2. Name the man who wrote the screenplay, based on his original !
stage play, for Agnes of God: j
3. State what play from which Jesus Christ Superstar was adapted: j
4. State what object fell from the sky, bewildering the natives, in The
Gods Must Be Crazy:
5. Give the name of the Peter Gabriel soundtrack for The Last Temp-
tation of Christ:
6. Name the actress who won an Oscar for her role in Children of a
Lesser God:
7. Write the name of the actress who starred in Roger Vadim's
original version of And God Created Woman:
8. State the slogan that the little girl comes up with in her campaign
to revive interest in God in the first sequel to Oh God:
9. Name the family whose story is chronicled in The Godfather:
10. Give the title of the first Godzilla movie:
Name: Phone:
In the event that there Is more than one set of correct answers, a draw will be held by the
Scene editor. Results will be posted in the Cord office and in next week's issue.
Answers to the last quiz:
1. 'murder* 6. William Makepeace
2. Dr. Strangelove Thackeray
3. Pete,Dim & Georgie 7. Spartacus
4. Joker, Doc and 8. Lolita
Gomer Pyle 9. a hurled bone becomes
5. Paths of Glory & the spaceship
Fear and Desire 10. Peter Hyams
Last week's winnerof two free passes to the Princess Cinema: Steven Love
The Handmaid's Tale
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 19
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another sex feature
Sexuality and University Life
By Gord Hocking
In 1968, then Federal Justice Minister Pierre El-
liot Trudeau made his first famous speech when he
declared "the state has no business in the bedrooms
of the nation". What happens between a man and a
woman behind closed doors is nobody else's con-
cern, especially the government's.
That was the sixties, when sex was carefree and
love-ins were trendy; now it's the nineties and sex
can kill. No longer is sex a personal concern — it's
everybody's concern.
Today's deadly mixture of sexually transmitted
diseases, added with an almost equal percentage of
men and women attending university, have forced
many universities across Canada to make sex edu-
cation a major component of university services.
In Waterloo, Ontario, both local universities, the
University of Waterloo and Wilfrid Laurier Univer-
sity, have tried to adjust to the growing concerns of
sexual activity on campus.
These concerns have been met by hosting
events such as AIDS Awareness Week, having
guest sex therapists talk to first year students about
practicing safe sex, establishing women's centres,
giving sexual counselling, and offering discounts to
students on birth control products.
Wilfrid Laurier University, the smaller of the
two universities, offers services with two goals in
mind: the prevention of unwanted pregnancies, and
the prevention of sexually transmitted diseases.
Wilfrid Laurier Health Services offers many
birth control services to its students, including
counselling, advice on birth control methods, dis-
counts on birth control pills and free condoms.
"AIDS has made students a lot more cautious
about sex" Dr. Rosemarie Kennaley of Wilfrid
Laurier Health Services said, "but a lot more cau-
tion needs to be exercised. Condoms should be as-
sumed" even if another form of birth control is
used. "Condoms help prevent a lot more than just
AIDS".
A shift in sexually transmitted diseases has been
at the root of the concern for safe sex. Twenty years
ago, gonorrhea was the most common sexual dis-
ease at Laurier. If diagnosed early enough, it can be
treated with penicillin. Now it's not that common
on campus. Today, it's chlamydia, a disease that is
hard to detect because it has few symptoms. If left
undetected, it can cause sterility in both men and
women.
The much larger University of Waterloo offers
the same basic services as Wilfrid Laurier, plus a
Sexual Resource Centre, a Women's Centre, and a
centre for gay/lesbian students.
At U of W's Sexual Resource Centre, counsell-
ing and referrals are offered on all methods of con-
traception, sexually transmitted diseases, pregnancy
options, fertility awareness, sexual assault, human
sexuality and health care. The centre is a drop
in/phone in centre manned by student volunteers
carefully trained in sexual counselling. If the
centre's volunteers are unable to provide the ser-
vices needed by the student, referrals are easily
made. The centre is open five days a week, and of-
fers students a chance to confidentially discuss their
problems, as well as browse through files, a lending
library, demonstration items, and pamphlets. Like
WLU, the University of Waterloo shows students
"how every form of birth control works and then
(we let) the student decide which form they'd like",
said volunteer Daniel Ponech, adding "the pill is by
far the most common form of birth control on
campus".
At U of W, both the pill and condoms are free
to U of W students. The pill can be obtained free of
charge when a prescription is made through the
school's Health Services.
The centre also writes a column in the univer-
sity's student paper titled 'The Sexpert' which ans-
wers sexual questions and concerns raised by the
student population.
In addition to the Sexual Resource Centre, the
University of Waterloo hosts a Women's Centre; a
meeting place and resource centre which aims to
help women deal with abortion, discrimination,
pornography, education, health, and human rights.
Staffed by student volunteers, the centre provides
films, speakers, and workshops for women to help
them deal with women's issues. According to
Women's Centre volunteer Tina Carnegie, the
"present major concerns of the Women's Centre are
the increase of date rape and sexual assault on
campus". Currently, Wilfrid Laurier University is in
the process of establishing its own Women's
Centre.
While most sexual services offered by the uni-
versities deal with heterosexual needs and prob-
lems, the need for a service aimed at homosexual
students has resulted in U of W's Gay Lesbian
Liberation of Waterloo (GLLOW) Club. The goal
of this club is to help homosexual students deal
with their problems and fears, as well as provide a
place where gay students can meet in a friendly at-
mosphere.
All the above mentioned University of Waterloo
clubs and services are available for both U of W
and WLU students.
Even though the various clubs and services of-
fered by the two universities may provide different
services for students with different needs, every or-
ganization stresses an increase in student knowl-
edge, information, and understanding as the pri-
mary purpose of its existence.
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II CONTEST
CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS TO
OUR NEW ART
THE ANNUAL STUDENT GALLERY
-FACULTY-STAFF
NEEDS A NAME
EXHIBITION
(Drawing, Painting, Photography, etc)
JJ Ss TO JS
WORK WILL BE ACCEPTED IN THE STAFF A nn TAIJJD 17
LOUNGEMON. MAR. 19TH4-10p.m. ONLY
711 1 nrj iiVr U
•
1 IS.£j
ALL ENTRIES MUST BE READY TO HANG ON A
STUDENT UNION BLDG.
NAIL + BE ACCOMPANIED BY ENTRY FORM
(available in library)
PRIZE.' A FRAMED PRINT
THE SHOW WILL BE JURIED ON THE BASIS OF FROM THF A A POM
QUALITY + THE GALLERY SIZE
I\UIVL 1 lIH /i/\KU1V
GALLERY
THIS EXHIBITION WILL HANG IN THE
AIRD BUILDING GALLERY MAR 20-29
WORK MAY BE OFFERED FOR SALE
THF WINNFR WIT I BF
AT THE DISCRETION OFPRODUCER
ANNOUNCED AT THE
"COME ON, KIDS. LET'S PUT ON A "CLOSING" OF THE STUDENT
SHOW !" EXHIBITION IN THE GALLERY
1 THURS. MAR.29 8:30 p.m.
_
Sports
Dopson series MVP
Hawks perch second Queen's Cup
Buzz Owen
CORD WEEKLY
By Leslie Lamers
CORD WEEKLY
Inside: Upcoming:
HOCKEY
For the second year in a row,
the Hawkey Hawks have drank
from the Queen's Cup. By defeat-
ing the Universite de Quebec a
Trois Riviere Patriotes two games
to zero, with the final game com-
ing at the bubble where the
Hawks have been undefeated this
season, they now advance to the
Nationals in Toronto today at
Varsity Arena. Ironically, they
will face the Patriotes again in
their pledge for the grand trophy,
the University Cup.
The 'Meech Lake' series was
refereed by the lovable Bob Mor-
ley, who put in another inept per-
formance at the Waterloo Arena.
As the three zebras took to the ice
the crowd acknowledged their
kindness to him with a loud round
of jeers. Later, it was goaltender
Rob Dopson who won the hearts
of the fans during the game to
erase the memory of who was in
charge on the ice. Dopson was
named most valuable player for
the series.
As the flying Frenchmen
skated their way around the
thunderous wave of Laurier
bodychecks and into a shell, Sean
Davidson gave the Golden Hawks
their first goal. Davidson scooped
a lose puck in front of the UQTR
cage and fired a solid wrister past
Patriote rubber-stopper Denis
Desbiens for a 1-0 lead. This
seemed to take the 'vive le
Quebec' out of the Patriotes as
they floated their way out of the
game for the next two periods.
Andrew Wood earned his
keep several minutes later as he
hustled to a errant puck in the
Quebec end of the ice and
shoveled it into the slot and
passed Desbiens who seemed
confused on the play. Tom Jack-
son was credited with the goal but
it seemed that the puck made its
way into the back of the net on its
own. Kevin Smith deflected a
Pete Choma point shot for the
third Hawk marker at 16:40 of the
first period.
Patriote Serge Breton (like the
cracker) provided the only spark
of French offense on a backhand
shot over Dopson. However,
Breton paid for it dearly leaving
the game after being thumped in
front of the net on his effort.
Kevin Smith notched a second for
the Hawks in the third on a pass
from Davidson in the slot to sting
the Quebeckers 4-1.
The Hawkey Hawks now en-
ter the Nationals for the second
year in row. The tournament will
see four teams from across the,
country vying for the bragging
rights of the nation. Calgary,
Moncton, who competed last yeai
as well, and UQTR join Laurier
for the bashing of helmets in the
three day event. Games are all
televised on TSN Thursday at
4:3opm and Saturday at 2:oopm.
Last Wednesday the Hawks
travelled to face the UQTR
Patriotes for the first of the best
two of three games in the OUAA
finals. Wayne Gowing coached
another excellent game from be-
hind the bench, defeating the
Patriotes 6-2.
The relatively flat UQTR
Patriotes were shut down early,
with four quick goals being taken
in the first period. Brent Bywater
opened the scoring with a slap-
shot from the slot. Sean Davidson
followed with a top comer wrist
shot. With the help of the Hawks,
the Patriots entered the game with
a mid-period goal. Dan Rintche
tipped in a shot for the third
marker. Greg Puhalski notched
the last goal to close the period 4-
1 Hawks.
The Hawks, playing strong in
the first period, cruised through
the second and third, while the
Patriots netted a slapshot to finish
the second period 4-2 Hawks.
The Patriots remained stale in
their form of play, offering no
challenge to the visiting Hawks.
Special mentions go to sparkplug
lan Dobrint for some hard hits,
and the football fans who made
up the WLU cheering section.
Bywater picked up a behind
the net pass from Puhalski, to
open the third with a fifth Hawk
goal. Laurier goaltender Rob
Dopson played another strong
game, despite being outshot 36-
29 by the Patriotes. Brad Sparkes
made a good move at the blueline
deke UQTR goaltender Denis
Desbiens, rounding the scoring 6-
2 Hawks.
The Patriotes were a surpris-
ing team since they didn't pro-
vide the challenge expected. Prior
games have seen the Patriotes be-
come more physical. While they
seem intimidated by rough play,
they may be more sparked for the
Nationals.
A Flying Frenchman: An unidentified Hawk gives a warm
Ontario greeting to UQTR Patriote showing him his bench from a
new angle, upsidedown. Buzz Owen photo
You're not getting away: Bill Loshaw drags down his opponent to the ice as Garnet McKechney
watches for other Patriotes to clobber. The Hawks disposed of the Quebeckers and now advance to the
Nationals in Toronto. Harvey Loung photo
Another stopper by Dobber: Series MVP Rob Dopson
watches the puck move out of his crease in OUAA final action on the
weekend at the bubble. Harvey Loung photo
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OUAA should consider divisional realignment
By Brian Owen
CORD WEEKLY
Watching the Hawkey Hawks
pound UQTR on the weekend, it
occurred to me that if the
Patriotes had a better team and
could beat Laurier for the
Queen's Cup, they would be the
Ontario champs. Huh? I said to
myself, a team from Quebec
could theoretically capture the
Ontario crown. Figure? Not me.
When will the higher ups in
this league devise a proper play
off format that will give the all of
the teams fair representation? But
before I work myself into a
lather, first allow me to digress
for a moment to fill you in on
some of my gripes. Take last
year's national tournament in
Toronto for example, York made
it to the CIAU finals strictly on
their merits from the year before.
They won the national crown in
1987-88 and under the agree-
ments of the league, the team that
wins the title the year before is
automatically guaranteed a spot
into the nationals (fortunately that
has since been amended). After
Laurier destroyed them twice in
the divisional semi-finals and
then twice for the provincial
crown, York still made it to the
nationals. Figure? Not me. I
would call that a flaming case of
mistaken representation.
The most frustrating aspect of
the whole argument about York
making it to the nationals is that
they defeated the Golden Hawks
in the final game for the national
title, a team clearly more deserv-
ing of the national accolades.
Why didn't the league just hand
the trophy to York? Anyone who
has ever watched a play off game
knows anything could happen in
a one game, one shot deal. How-
ever, I will give York credit
though for defeating the Alberta
Golden Bears in the semis to
reach the final. You might say
then that York just caught Alberta
on an off day, a team clearly
more deserving of the win. In es-
sence, the whole tournament was
completely out of order.
This year the league had a
brainstorm and decided to revamp
the whole system right down to
the divisions. Since McMaster
withdrew from the league from
their ineptness last year, changes
needed to be made. The league
decided to incorporate the three
divisions from last season into
two divisions for this season. The
two new divisions were called
Hockey East and West. In the
new system, the changes meant
pulling the eastern Ontario and
Quebec teams into the regular
season schedule to compete with
three western division teams
called the East division. Most of
the western Ontario teams were
grouped into the West division,
including RMC, but York,
Toronto and Ryerson were added
to the East division for parity's
sake. Oh., great idea. That meant
the three west teams had to in-
crease their travel ten-fold this
year. Undoubtedly, York and
Toronto suffered from bus fatigue
by the end of the season. The
Yeomenbasically had the bottom
drop out from under them after
compiling an early 6-0 record (I
really can't say I feel sorry for
them after they stole the national
title away from Laurier) and
losing to UQTR in the semis.
Laurier went on to dispose of the
Quebeckers 2-0 in a pretty un-
eventful series probably due to
the fact that the Patriotes couldn't
get too enthused about playing
for a provincial crown in Ontario.
My solution to the whole
problem is the revampment of the
current system similar to the one
used one year ago but with some
modifications. Arrange the league
back into three divisions with one
solely from Quebec and Eastern
Ontario. Have the two other divi-
sions split into western and cen-
tral, like they had last season, but
allow for more consideration in
terms of travel. This would also
increase the fan support for the
regular season games simply be-
cause rivalries develop with more
meetings between two teams and
every fan knows that competitive
rivalry builds excitement. The
east division would see RMC go
back as the perennial doormat
and leave the other five to rally
for the four playoff spots. McGill,
Ottawa, Queen's, Concordia, and
UQTR would play the west and
central in a home and home for
total of two games from each
team during the year.
The central division would
mark the return of a more
balanced travel arrangement.
Toronto, York, Ryerson would
move back into the Western
Ontario loop with Laurentian, and
have McMaster rejoin after the
years' absence (I could never fig-
ure out why a university of
20,000 students couldn't field a
competitive hockey team from
such a hotbed of hockey like the
Hamilton area). In the west divi-
sion, Windsor, Western, Guelph,
Waterloo and Laurier would
make up a division full of nice
little inter-divisional wars. Go to
any game from that division dur-
ing the regular season and it
would be like watching a game
from the Patrick Division of the
NHL from a year ago... tough
division. As for Brock, the float-
ing entity of the league way out
in St. Catharines, stick them in
the central. It really doesn't mat-
ter where they go since nobody
has a grudge against Brock in
university hockey.
For once I would like to see
the upper echelon of the competi-
tive hockey leagues devise a rea-
sonable travel schedule for the
teams vying. Even the NHL has
been struggling for years to come
up with the right combination to
increase divisional rivalry and to
have the least amount of travel
time. It has succeeded with the
Toronto-Detroit, Ranger-Islander,
Washington-Philadelphia,
Montreal-Quebec and perhaps the
most notable Calgary-Edmonton,
but there is room for improve-
ment with the other remaining
teams. In the OUAA, have the
teams play a more balanced travel
schedule and you will have the
fans beating down the doors of
the rinks to see the teams play.
Yes, it is true that everyone loves
to beat Western (for various rea-
sons), Laurier and Waterloo have
a pretty decent love-hate rela-
tionship going (they love to hate
each other), Toronto-York play
some pretty wild matches, but
there isn't enough of good 'ol
rock'em sock'em wars out there.
Just create the rivalries and you
will have a better league.
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TREE PLANTERS !
Where Do You Find
Everything You Need For Equipment
To Go Tree Planting, At A Reasonable Cost ?
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Anne Ottenbrite Page
Ottenbrite misses medals by single place in CIAU's
By Peter Izzio
SPECIAL TO THE CORD
WLU swimming star Anne
Ottenbrite made a big splash at
the CIAU finals by finishing
fourth overall in her two events.
Aside from coach Dean
Boles, Ottenbrite was the only
Laurier swimmer to travel to
Sherbrooke, Quebec over the
weekend to compete in her
specialties the 100 m and 200m
breast stroke in the national meet.
Three weeks ago at the
Ontario Swimming
Championships she captured a
silver and a bronze in the 100 m
and the 200 m breast stroke. This
enabled her to compete in the big
event in Quebec this past
weekend. The ClAU's were a
part of only three meets Otten-
brite attended all year. However,
the former Canadian Olympic
medalist swam her personal bests
in the 100 m and the 200 m breast
stroke at Sherbrooke.
Ottenbrite is unsure of her
plans for next year in terms of
competing, but would like to
come back to Laurier to help
Boles with the coaching aspect of
the team. She is interested in
recruiting new members to keep
the squad competitive against
teams like Toronto and Western
for the next few years.
SuperSportsQuiz
By George Steele
WWF Weekly
1. What receiver-place kicker played the 1960 Grey Cup with a|
broken arm? I
2. Who was Tim Horton's regular partner on the Toronto Maple I
Leaf's blue line?
3. Who hit behind Babe Ruth and Lou Gehrig in the famous Mur-j
derer's Row batting line-up for the 1927 Yankees?
4. What team introduced batting helmets in the Majors in 1941?
5. How many years is the longest standing Stanley Cup winning I
streak?
6. How many touchdown passes did quarterback Joe Montana throw |
in this year's Super Bowl? j
7. What golf course includes sand traps known as The Coffin, Cat's I
Trap and the Lion's Mouth?
8. Where was Howie Morenz's 1937 funeral service held?
9. What Boston Celtics superstar was nicknamed 'Number Six'?
10. What medal did Steve Podborski win at the 1980 Winterl
Olympics?
ANSWERS:
1.TommyJoeCoffey
2.AllanStanley
3.BobMeusel
4.BrooklynDodgers
5.five
6.five
7.TheOldCourseofSt.Andrew's
8.MontrealForum
9.BillRussell
10.bronze
HawksoftheWeek
ANNE OTTENBRITE
Anne Ottenbrite swam to
two fourths at the CIAU
Swimming Championships
in Sherbrooke, Quebec over
the weekend. Ottenbrite
who was the only member
of the Golden Hawk team to
qualify had two personal
best in her events, the 100m
and 200 m breast stroke.
ROB DOPSON
Goaltender Rob Dopson put
together two stellar vic-
tories aiding the Hawkey
Hawks to defeat of the
UQTR Patriotes to win the
Queen's Cup.Dopson only
allowed three goals in two
victories and was awarded
the MVP of the series.
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REGULAR AND RESERVE Canada
Fans suffer the most in baseball lockout
By John Busnarda
and Guy Etherington
Special to the Cord
As of today the Major League
Baseball lockout enters its fifth
week and baseball fans are pissed
off. It's March 15th and fourteen
preseason games
should have
been played by now, preseason
games are the rite of spring. Why
haven't these games been played?
I would like to find out.
Throughout the off-season,
fans have watched in disbelief as
players negotiate multi-million
dollar contracts. Now don't get
me wrong, some of these players
like Dave Stewart, Brett Saber-
hagan, Rickey Henderson and
Kirby Puckett are way above the
average in talent and worth the
cosmic salaries. However, it's the
mediocre players such as Pasquel
Perez, Candy Maldonado and
Bryn Smith, garnering similar
wages,
who pose the problem.
The question is; where is the
league headed ? Come on,
Carmelo Martinez is making
close to a million dollars sitting
on the bench. Maldonado hit .217
last year and was pulled
from
their starting line up and sat the
remainder of the year.
What I would like to ask is,
where do the athletes get off
demanding higher salaries and
having the owners cater to their
demands? The players, achieving
their initial goals so easily, sought
additional demands in the form of
better benefits, salary arbitrations
and an increase in minimum
salary. The owners gave them
what they wanted before, why not
give them what they want now?
This leads to the present lock
out situation. The players want
their demands met and the
owners don't want to give up the
ground they have held since
1987... or was that 1981? or 1985
? or whenever the last strike was.
The players have some legiti-
mate demands for the owners to
take notice. Firstly, the players
want an increase to their pension
fund and a roster increase from
24 to 25. Fair enough. However,
there are some demands based on
money, which immediately sends
the owners to lock their vaults
full of the green stuff. The
players want to have the base
salaries increase from 68,000 to
112,000 per year. The owners
have offered an 80,000 first year
base salary.
Secondly, the players also
want salary arbitration slightly
reduced from three to two years,
the main stumbling block of the
talks right now. The owners are
not willing to give in to the
demands of the players since they
think this is a problem of greed.
Many small Floridian com-
munities depend on spring train-
ing for a healthy shot in the arm
for local economies. Pre-season
baseball provides a cash flow
from the tourists who fly down
and those who live in the area
during the winter months. This
has many of the local
businessmen worried. The mayor
of Dunedin, where the Toronto
Blue Jays have their spring train-
ing every season, estimates that
the city of Dunedin will lose
close to forty million dollars not
having their baseball players
down this spring. One could as-
sume that the baseball teams have
an obligation to these cities to
provide income each year since
the towns provide facilities for
them to play in.
Like any other sport, the
greatest obligation baseball has is
its fans. The fans pay a small for-
tune towards the players' salaries
by attending the games, buying
from the concessions and pur-
chasing merchandise. The game
is to some of extent that of the
players, but mostly it is for the
fans. If it were not for the fans
there would be no professional
baseball.
As the pre-season drags on
and the fresh spring breeze blows
through the air, baseball fans can
only hope that an agreement be-
tween players and owners can be
reached and the start of the regu-
lar season can begin.
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If
your
travel plans include a trip that will put an ocean
between you and your studies, visit Travel Cuts.
«
- ;
Travel Cuts offers students American Express" Travellers
Cheques COMMISSION FREE. fPP^*
With American Express Travellers Cheques you need only make a
telephone call to get hand delivered refunds - virtually anywhere
in the world:' Or call the Express HelpLine' which offers a full range
of emergency services including medical and legal referrals, phone
translation and message relay.
So the next time you plan to travel, visit a participating Travel Cuts office
and get your commission
free American Express Travellers Cheques.
JBlflOL
LSAT
GMAT
Prep courses
for:
Jun LSAT
Jun 16 GMAT
(416) 923-PREP
(7377)
1-800-387-5519
